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fpack outruns, outguns mainland China team
See page lS

Vipers decipered·
An interview with the opening
band at tonight's Willie Dixon concert
See page 10
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Farer's ideas about
UNM are reinforced·
By Maria DeVarenne

.•

After seven days of meetings with
administrators, deans, faculty, students, community and business
leaders, University of New Mexico
presidential appointee. Tom Farer,
said his ideas about about the University were reinforced. He added
that he had a "tentative judgment"
about people who will serve in his
administration but "nothing has
been finalized.''
Farer said Sunday that meetings
held last week with deans, President
John Perovich and state legislators
were "very useful."
"None of my ideas about UNM
were changed fundamentally. I received a number of candid appraisals which reinforced my ideas,'' he
said.
Farer said he was enthusiastic about his meetings with the business
sector, adding that he would like to
have regular meetings with business
leaders and possibly a business
advisory council.
Farer said the reception with various Hispanic organizations also
went "very well."
He said the Chamber of Commerce and the Economic Forum
John Samora
would like more systematic contact
Fire department paramedics apply a splint to the leg of Bret Wilson, as one of his friends looks and interaction with the University
on. Wilson, a UNM freshman, severely sprained his knee while playing sandlot football on because UNM can play an important,
role in the growth and attraction of
Johnson Field.
·----c-~--~~~~--~---- industry.
Parer said Sandia National Laboratories has important and rich re-

UNM awaits word on low-cost PCs•

By Juliette Torrez
A plan allowing University of New Mexico students,
faculty. staff and departments to purchase two versions
of the IBM PC Junior microcomputer at low cost arc
awaiting approval by the University Counsel.
William Bennett. administration officer at Computer
Services and Information Systel)ls, said Friday the plan
had not been confirmed and was being looked at by
attorneys.
David Harris, director of the Computing Center.
said, "All we're waiting for is the final yes."
William Walden, associate vice president for Com~
puter Services and Information Systems at UNM, in a
letter addressed to Diane Luther. advisory marketing
representative for the IBM Corp., confirmed his
"understanding of what IBM is offering the Uni·
versity."
The proposal was submitted to the University last
July. he said. and is being reviewed by the University
Counsel. "Things usually take that long." he said.
In the letter, Walden outlined various procedures for
students. faculty and staff purchases.
One model of PC Junior would cost $700. and the
second. with a c:;olor display, would cost $950. The
letter stated. however. that the prices do not include
taxes and transportation costs.
The color display is the only difference between the
two model numbers, according to the letter.
The personal computer will contain a 128-kilobytc
memory, a 360Kb diskette drive. two cartridge slots. a
television connector. a keyboard cord and keyboard, a
BASIC language cartridge, and bOS 2.1 <disc operat~

ing system).
The letter stated that students wishing to purchase the
. computer must go to the office of the Associated Students of the University of New Mexico. present their
student ID, fill out an ordcrforrn and pay the amount
required with a certified check. The ASUNM office will
record the name and ID number of the purchaser.
IBM will then pick up the order forms and certified
checks and deliver the computers to the ASUNM office
once a week. The office will release a computer system
if the name matches the name on the student's ID.
lBMwiiiprovideaphonenumbcrforstudentswho
have questions about their computers. a Customer Center class twice a month and a monthly technical roundtable to discuss the IBM PC Junior. the letter stated.
UNM faculty and staff members will also have the
opportunity to purchase the PC Junicr at the same cost
as students.
To purchase a computer. the letter stated. the faculty
and staff members must fill out an order form (obtained
by calling IBM) and have the Computing Center verify
that the purchaser is a UNM faculty or staff member.
The Micr<lage Computer Store in Albuquerque will
receive the faculty order form and send it to IBM. The
PC Junior will be delivered to Microage. which will test
the system and deliver it to the purchaser.
UNM departments will also have the opportunity to
purchase either computer model with University fu11ds
at same cost, the letter stated.
The dep<trtment is required to submit a complet~d
order form to UNM Purchasing. The form will th~n be
sent to Microage for submission to IBM. The system
will then be tested and installed by Microagc.

Tom Farer
friendly - what more can I say?''
Farer said he discussed his
observations and tentative plans for
the University with various regents,
and he "hopes and wants to have
good rapport" with the board during
his administration.
He said nothing has been finalized
on any personnel changes when his
administration begins Jan. 1.
"I haven't made up my mind yet.
I'm keeping my options open, and I
have tentative judgments but nothing more,'' Farer said.
He said there is nothing wrong

!~~;ct~~~~~~\~~~~J~o~~J.vail- ~~~~~e~~~~~x;~~~dt~:t:v~s'h'i!

"We've gotto hav~ an aggressive
entrepreneur mentality, which en~
abies us to go out and get our fair
share of the federal, state and private-sector research money, •• Farer
·
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said. "UNM has good people and
good facilities. and we can build oil
that," he said.
Farer stressed. however. that it is
important to remember that programs in the social sciences and
humanities also need to be compctitive. "lt shouldn't be either/or. •• he
said. "A university should be good
in all areas."
He said the student groups he
meet with were "typically New
Mexican~ direct, open. frank and

choices made by December. "I want
to hit the ground running by Jan. I,''
Farer said .
.. It's important to start with a
teaiTI who has ability, loyality and
confidence," Farer said. "The peapie have to communicate, fit, and
work well together in the· top six
pon·gshitt.i~ns. The chemistry has to be

He added that he has no present
plans to bring anyone from the East
to work in his administration because of the "rich pool of local ta·
lent."
Controversy has surrounded the
presidential search. The most recent
controversy concerned the legality
of Farer's contract.
The contract's legality was questioned when Regent President Henry
Jaramillo would not sign the contract. Jaramillo would not sign because, he said, "It's in my interest to
act in the best interests of the University. •'
However, New Mexico Attorney
General Paul Bardackc. said the
contract, which was signed by board
Vice President Phillip Martinez,
finalized the appointment because
Jaramillo was legally absent by refusing to perform the ministerial
duty imposed upoi:l him by statute.
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Wire Re~ort

by United Press International

Airlift begins for drought-stricken Africa
ADDIS ABABA. Ethiopia- The first of two U.S. transport planes
flew into Addis Ababa's Bole airport as part of a massive international
airlift to ferry supplies to Ethiopia's famlne-strikcn interior. hit by the
worst drought in modern African history.
Peter McPherson, Director of the U.S. Agency for International
Development, arrived in the capital Sunday to monitor the llmy of
American aid to millions of starving Ethiopians.
The arrival of the Transamcrica Hercules C -130 cargo plane came as
Western relief officials warned the famine was spreading from the
north into the south. cast and west of the country. thrcutcning the Iives
of rnorc Ethiopians.
•'The number of affected areas and people is growing on a weekly.
even a daily basis." one relief official said.
McPher~on. whose task will be to ensure the supplies reach the
stt1rving millions, will leave Monday on a tour of rei icf centers in the
northern province of Wallo. The second U.S. aircraft was to arrive
Monday.
The Ethiopian government has refused to give an estimated death
toll for the famine, but unofficial figures have said more than 250
people arc dying daily in the worst hit northern provinces of Eritrea.
Tigre and Wallo.

Diplomats and relief workers have cstimatc.d between 200.~00 and I
million people will have died from starvation. be.tween M~rc~ and
December this year and up to 8 million face a smular fate With Ill the
next year. .
.
.
On Saturday, British and Soviet transports arnved to take part IO
Africa's largest airlift to the north, where fighting between ~c.bds a~d
troops has slowed down distribution of much-needed food p1lmg up m
warehouses.
.
Besides aircraft from the United States, Britain an.d the Soviet
Union. transports from Bulgaria. Libya, Czcckhoslovakm. So~th Yemen and the International Red Cross make up the 55 planes takmg part
in the 01irlift.
.
.
McPherson has openly criticized the Marxist government 1~ AddiS
Ababa and Moscow for ignoring warnings of mass starvatw~ and
mishl!ndling of Western relief aid .. The U.S. govcmment has. sa1d the
food would end up in the hands of the army and Communist Party
officials.
Mengistu Haile Mariam's government, however. has since released
milit;Jry aircraft and trucks to aid in the distribution of food and t;hc
Soviet Union and other East bloc nations have come through With
offers of aid .

NASA's ·shuttle-a-month goal on target
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. The crew of the shuttle Discovery
tlew to the Kennedy Space Center
Sunday for the start of the ship's
43-hour countdown to blastoff
Wednesday on an adventurous mission to salvage two stranded satellites.

Commander Frederick Hauck,
pilot David Walker and crew members Anna Fisher, Daic Gardner and
Joseph Allen are scheduled to blast
off nt 8: 18 a.m. EST Wednesday for
the unprecedented eight-day mission.
After launching two communications satellites on the second and

third day of the flight. the astronauts
will attempt to rescue two relay stations that were sent' into useless
orbits by rocket failures last
February.
Once mounted in special cradles.
the $35 mi.llion satellites will be returned to Earth for refurbishment

and relaunch as the first used satellites ever to hit the market.
The shuttle is set to end the mission with a return to the Kennedy
Space Center Nov. 15. The billio~
dollar ship is scheduled to fly agam
in January.
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration is working to
maintain a shuttle launch-a-month
pace. Discovery's sistership, Chal·
Ienger, is being readied for blastoff
Dec. 8 to fcny a secret Air Force
satellite into space.

Valet parking,
gourmet food
entice voters
SAN FRANCISCO- Bob Pritikin, owner of the Mansion Hotel,
will serve truffles and pate lit what he
calls America's poshest polling
place.
The restaurant and hotel in the
exclusive Pacific Heights !lrea, built
in 1887 and a registered historical
landmark. has served as a precinct
for about 600 eligible voters for the
last three years.
"Tuesday will be our first presidential election," Pritikin said.
Voters will be treated to valet
parking and food prepared by the
hotel's master chef, David Coyle,
formerly with the D.uke and Duchess
of Bedford.
"I 'II do red. white and blue
chocolate truffles and my special
venison and junipcrberry pllte,"
Coyle said.
Will there be a charge?
"Of course not," said Pritikin,
''That would be a poll tax."
"Why should the citizens vote in
smelly garages?" Pritikin asked.
"Voting should be fun and inspirational."
Voters will cast ballots under
crystal chandeliers in a setting of
rare antiques. oriental rugs and collection of fine art.
One hundred U.S. flags will fly in
the formal gardens and staff mem·
bcrs will dress as Betsy Ross and
George Washington.

Minimum daily wage
demanded for farmers
It's not what you see ••• its how you see it.

Campus Life.
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SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador- A rebel radio station Sunday charged
that government warjets have bombed 127 towns "to massacre thc,peoplc"
in the five months sim.:c President Jose Napoleon Duarte took office.
"Duarte continues to order mililary operations cmTicd out by the elite
batallions to ecalatc the war. to massacre the people:· Radio Farabundo
Marti said.
The station also said Duarte had failed to keep his promise "to try those
responsible". for the March 1980 murder of Archbishop Oscar Arnulfo
Romero and the January 1981 assassination of U.S. agrarian reform advisers
Michael Hammer and Mark David Pearlman.
Guerrillas consider attacks against towns populated by unarmed guerrilla
"masses" who provide rebels services such as cooking. farming <lr washing
to be raids against the "civilian population."
Another rebel shortwave station. Radio Vcnccrctnos, threatened Sunday
to attack farms that did not pay peasants a rcbcl-dccrccd wage scale declared
in effect for the upcoming harvests of coffee, cotton und sugar.
"Workers' rights and demands arc backed by armed revolutionaries.''
Radio Ycnccrcmos said.
The station said the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front. a coalition
of five rebel armies, decreed a minimun daily wage of about $1.25 for the
current harvest.
Last ycar,landlords who paid the rebel scales reported their !'arms were not
attacked during the harvests, which begin this month and run through
February.

Don't Be A Turkey!
Be A Plasma Donor
at Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
266•5729

New Donors

w/valid picture I.D.
on your first donation only.
Photographs Due: l5 pm Thursday, Novemhe•· 1.5, 1984
Submit Photos to: D<tily Lobo newsmom, ~hu·ton Hall138
Publication Date: Wcdtwsday, November 28, 1984
Fol' more information, call 277-8779
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By Harrison Fletcher
Editor's note: The following
questions were posed to the New
Mexicmz candidatesrumzing for the
U.S. Senate: Repttblican incumbent
Pete Domenici and Democratic
State Rep, Judy Pratt. The responses are listed in alphabetical
order according to the candidates'
last names.
What do you think is the best
solution to decrease or stop the
nuclear arms race?
Domenici: I think the only way
for the U nitcd States and the Soviet
Union to stop the nuclear arms race
is to enter into a bilateral verifiable
treaty that is truthfully enforceable.
And I think that wili be achieved in
the next four years.
Pratt: We've got to negotiate.
One plan that's in Congress now is a
90-day moratorium on the deployment of nuclear weapons. That's a
good step. It's small; it gives us a
little leverage to get the Russians
back to the negotiating table . . .
We've got to negotiate every kind of
reduction we can, and every one
that's verifiable, of course. To continue to escalate the arms race and to
take weapons into space will only
lessen the world's security.
Would you vote in support of
covert military action to protect
"American interests" (strategic,
economic, etc.) in foreign countries
Domenici: Yes. We live in a
world where covert actions arc
sometimes necessary. You might
ask if covert action can be justified in
Afghanistan.
Pratt: No, I wouldn't. I believe
that we have the obligation to Clltcnd
economic aid, extend the hand of
friendship and then when the people
of a given country select their own
government, then we should work
hard to make that government our
friend.

Under what conditions would
you vote in support of sending
American military forces abroad'?
Domenici: I would vote in support of sending American military
forces abro41d in accordance with
treaty obligations such as NATO
where American troops would join
(with other forces).
Pratt: It's hard right now to conceive of a situation where 1 would,
but I would suspect that if our borders were threatened, that there
might be a case where we might have
to introduce troop~. And I do think
we have an obligation to protect
democracies and to protect our
allies.
What do you lhink is the major
issue (or issues) facing the Congress in the coming year?
Domenici: The niajor issue are
going to be the policies Congress
will look at to begin to reduce the
deficit. Also the negotiations for the
nucl~ar arms race with the Soviet
Union.

SAN LUIS

I ·
·
I PLASMA CENTER, INC.
1
1

Offer Expires 11-23-84

7.01 Second St., SW.

(Second and Stover,
,3 Blocks .from Greyhound Station)

Phone: 842-6991
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I
I

I

INEED CASH?!

Pratt: Well, people tell me there
is. I know an awful lot of students,
particularly minority students, students who are low-income, who
have lost their grants, they've lost
their loans, they no longer have the
capacity to go to school. People
point out abuses here .and there but l
don't care -1 don't think a minimal
amount of abuse validates doing
away with student support.
What do you think is the major
issue (or issues) facing the state of
New Mexic(l?

Pete Domenici
cate at the state legislative level.
Day care is fundamental to women
being able to get into the work force.
Single parents, in general, are particularly relying on it. I would increase it. I would increase it because
it is a viable way to fund a service
like day care.
Do you see a problem with
federal and state funding for student loans and grants?
Domenici: If there's a problem
it's not the moncy.lfthere's a problem it's in the regulations and the
bureaucracy. This year $50,000
more is available now than in 1980
for student loans and grants.

Domcnici: There is no question
that it is the development of a diver·
sificd economy for New Mexico,
not just in terms of jobs, but in takehome pay. We also have to strengthen the state's institutions. We have
to develop areas of national excellence in education. But we can't do it
without a strong national economy.
Without a strong national economy
we can't have a strong state economy.
Pratt: It's jobs. The statistics
show now that joblessness not only
has not improved, at all, since
Reagan took office but, in fact, has
gotten worse. Economic develop·
ment, investment in job-producing
areas of the economy, and spending
our money on health care, cduca·
tion, rebuilding our infrastructure
and housing is what we should be
spending our money on because it's
job producing, instead of spending it
on things like the MX missile, which
produces very few jobs.
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IF ICE CREAM
GETS YOUR
VOTE,
YOU'LL LOVE
OUR

Help yourself while helping others! Become a plasma donor for a few hours
each week and earn up to $98 per month as a new donor or $86 per month as
a return donor.

Special
This Week:

BONUS PROGRAMS

NEW DONORS: Receive an extra $5 on the first donation, and another
extra $5 on the third donation.

ICE
CREAM
FLOAT

Also, WITH THIS AD, receive $2 extra for your first donation.

RETURN DONORS: Receive a $4 bonus on every fourth consecutive
donation.
Donors with car and valid driver's license: Bring in 3 or more new orreturn donors plus yourself, and if
at lecu;t three of your party donate that day, you, as the driver receive a $3 bonus!

59~

*Be prepared to show a valid drivers license and your car.
*AU of your party must come in at the same time.

Hours: MWP 12:30·3:30 PM
TIH 2:30-5:30 PM

ssoo BONUS

Pratt: The (national) .deficit is
going to be first. Everyone is going
to be looking at a deficit reduction
pl;~n because a deficit strangles the
economy. Hopefully, the Democrats will control the Congress; and
if in fact that happens, there'll be a
reinstitution of some kind of fair
taxation on the wealthy and on the
corporations, and we'll be cutting
wasteful military spending and I
think we' II be able to reduce that
deficit.
Are you in favor of Walter
Mondale's plan to reduce the
national budget deficit by reducing mxes combined with spending
cuts or the Republican plan to
make further cuts in programs
with taxes as a last resort? What
kind of tax increase would you
support, or what programs would
be cutE Domenici: (the Republican plan) Walter Mondale's plan is
basically just a tax plan, and I think
that's bad for the country. First, you
can't Jet economic growth stop so
you've got to be careful in terms of
any kind !Jf a tax that would bring the
economic growth down. The proposal that the president makes is that
you (reduce) the budget as much as
possible (with spending cuts). I add
to that additional reductions in defense and tall increases as a last resort.
Pratt: I think that the best way to
reduce our deficit is to reinstate a fair
tall system. and relieve the burden
off of the middle class, that we trim
military spending above all.
What is your position on Title
XX child-care funding for lowincome undergraduate university
students?
Domenici: I support child-care
funding, but we must encourage
businesses to develop their own faci·
litics, along with local and state sup·
port with some federal money.
Pratt: I have. of course, been
probably the major day care advo-
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Limit One Per New Donor

All Donors:
1) Must
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Pratt, Domenici agree on major congressional issue

will be given away. You can win one!
On each 2nd donation in a week your name is entered into the
b~wl Nov. 5 thru Nov.19. Drawing will be held Monday, Nov 19.
W~nners names will be posted the same day. Winners have until
12:00 noon Nov. 21, t() claim prize.

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Yale Blvd. SE
Albuquerque, New Me"ico 87106
266·5729

be between 18 & 65 years of age

2) Doctor in attendance
3> Open Mon-Fri, new donors 8arn·1pm, return donors 6:30am-3:30pm
4) Clean sanitary environment. Professional friendly courteous stam
5) Free parking in rear of center.
Please Help!
Your plasma is ~uch "!eeded ~Y t~e med!cal profession. Some of the ';lses of plasma: treatment ~f
shock & burn patt!lnts, tmrnuntzatton agalhst tetartus, mumps, pertussts and treatment ofhemophtlia to name just a few of the reasons why you and your plasma are needed. Thank You.
<All bonus programs and normal fees tnay end without notice,)
oUnP coupon t•~r now donor•
rNn! to he uMd with other coUpOn$ I

SAN LUIS
PLASMA CENTER, INC.

(corner of Second and Stover,
3 blocks from the Greyhound station)
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16 oz. With Two Scoops any regular flavor

ice cream and your choice of soda.
Through November 9,

only at

the

BIG DIPPER

Cones*Bowls*Malts
Shakes *Flt;>ats •sundaes

Main Level, New Mexico Union
Open Weekdays 12 noon·4pm
277·2811
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Candidates for House address local, national issues

Forum

By Harrison Fletcher

BLOOM COUNTr-Y.:,__ _ _.., . - - - - - b.....
Y_,.Berke Breathed

Endorsements

1iJ/riORROW'5 a.tcT/ON

The Daily Lobo endorses the following candidates:
Walter Mondal.e for president of the United States, because he
acknowledges that this country is in economic trouble and he has a
plan to deal with that problem. Mondale's experience in the senate
and as vice president has given him the background necessary to deal
with pertinent political issues.
Judy Pratt for U.S. Senate, because she has been a strong supporter of education. Pratt has been an advocate for funding for student
aid and Title XX funding for students who need childcare for their
children. Her outspokeness on the issues of arms control, the deficit
and the problems with our income tax system, and military involvement in Central America are commendable.
Ted Asbury for U.S. Representative, District I, because his strong
support for education outshines that of his opponent.
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Tom Rutherford for state senate district 16, because of his experience in the senate and his availability to constituents, He has proved
his committment to higher education by introducing a multitude of
bills for new programs and capital improvements for UNM. Rutherford is a strong supporter of women's, minority, environmental and
student concerns and his knowledge of the district and le9islative
process is impressive.
Cisco McSorley for state representative district 18, because he is
aware of the problems facing the University, explicitly those of the
faculty, staff and graduate students. McSorley has expressed his
support for increases in salaries and childcare funding for all students
in need.

,.. commentarg

.-Leiters
Critics of Republicans live in make-believe world
Editor:
Having read the opm1ons of
George, Hapgood and Berthold,
it seemed the time had arrived
for a long overdue defense of the
Reagan administration and New
Mexico's own Republican con·
gressional incumbents. It does
seem fitting that the opinions of
the three gentlemen mentioned
above found themselves in print
on Halloween. After all, what bet·
ter occasion for fantasy and
make-believe? I will address my
remarks to each gentleman in
turn, beginning with Mr. .George.
Mr. George, just how many
debates would you have the
president and Mr. Mondale participate in? Six? 127 More? What
makes you think that "we
citizens in a democracy"- and I
would remind you that debates
are not a constitutional requirement -are so inept that we need
more than two debates to help us
decide. which of the candidates is
better qualified to lead our country? As far as what you term the
vice-president's "reluctance" to
debate Mrs. Zaccaro, well, I think
you're all wet. If both candidates
and the public were satisfied
with the outcome, what is your
problem? Enough said. Your
"outrage at Sen. Oomenici and
Rep. Lujan is totally unwarranted

as well. The senator explained
his reasons for one debate and
Mr. Lujan has debated Mr.
Asbury a number of times. Con·
side ring the behavior of most of
the students at Tuesday's meetiQg with the Republican incumbents, I don't think this campus
should be the site of a debate.
Mrs. Pratt's endless harangue
about more debates has not ex·
actly endeared her to the voting
public and Mr. Asbury's ludic·
rous performance in the SUB
Ballroom on Tuesday offers
further proof that he lacks the
qualities essential to someone
elected to serve the public trust.
Furthermore, Mr. .George, none
of the races you mentioned, in all
fairness to the truth, can be char·
acterized to be close by any
stretch of the imagination.
Mr. Hapgood, you accuse
President Reagan of having a socalled "abominable record on
issues at home and abroad."You
are entitled, of course, to your
opinion, but you fail miserably to
back any of your statements with
one iota of fact.
Lastly, I would address Mr.
Berthold, whose column, "View
from the Bottom", is so rightly
named. I applaud your assess·
ments, sir, of Mr. Mondale as,
and I quote, "just another tired
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establishment liberal and a perfect clone of the Democratic party" and of Mrs. Zaccaro's sex as,
and I quote, "the only thing that
distinguishes her" and that, and I
quote, "she is otherwise yet
another in a long line of
mediocre party regulars, holding
a congressional seat in comfort·
able and cautious obscurity."
Your suggestions that Americans "believe that prayer will
save our schools" - in other
words, what you are really
saying is that it was just fine for
atheist Madalyn Murray O'Hair
to campaign against prayer in
the schools, but that it "scares"
you that the Reagan administration seeks to restore the right of
individual students to say silent
prayers or meditations - and
that our nation "crushed Grenada" to "convince the world we
are strong"- how can anyone in
'their right mind say that we
crushed Grenada? Why don't
you ask the people of that island
if they agree with your fantastic
claims?- are incredulous to the
extreme. Above all else, however, in terms of what I see as your
detached view of reality, Mr.
Berthold, is your pathetic last
ditch effort to rally students and
faculty to vote for Mr. Mondale
~ currently leading the Presi·
dent in only his llome state, Min·
nesota, and by only six percen·
tage points at that - because,
and I quote, "he recognizes that
we are in trouble." You may be in
trouble Mr. Berthold, but I am
just fine and feel prouder of my
country than I did under Mr. Car·
ter's administration when we
were held hostage by Iranian
lunatics and a diminished foreign posture abroad. and by sky·
rocketing inflation and interest
rates at home. Your cheap part·
ing shot at Mr. Reagan's age, and
I quote, "He may not have to live
here much longer, but we will,"
is the epitome of poor argument,

I sincerely hope, gentlemen,
that you are prepared to deal
with the inevitable reality of this
coming Tuesday, when the
American people vote their
minds and present President
Reagan and his administration
with a clear mandate for four
more years of effective leadership, improved economy, re·
gained prestige and a stronger
America.

'Bites' hurt critical thinking ability
By John H. Hooker
Can the American public think critically?
1 had the opportunity last week to speak on a radio program regard·
ing the educational bond iss~e. About halfway .through the. di~cus·
'sian I realiz.ed that I was saymg too much, trymg to explam 1deas
rather than reduce them to "bites."
A "bite" in this sense comes from radio and television jargon. It is
not a computer "byte" nor a snake bite, but it is similar to both: It is
short and it can hurt you. "Bites" are concise phrases spoken by
political candida.tes or grieving mothers, for example, with which a
journalist can compose an assignment. These phrases are generally
less than just a few seconds long; Bartlett's quotations would be too
long for us today. For the assignment itself to work according to
network standards, the journalist must keep it under 45 seconds.
Most people cannot even read one page in 45 seconds.
On the one hand, having to condense your thoughts into "bites" is
not b;Jd discipline. You must find the phrase which sums up each
issue concisely and cogently. Unfortunately, if you do not do it your·
self, the journalist and his or her editor will do it for you, and your
ideas may not survive publication or broadcast intact.
On the other hand, as George Will noted the other night after one of
the debates, you have lost if you have to explain. It looks weak.
Someone who was wordy used to be called an egghead. Now they are
just a wimp.
So the whole idea of reducing thoughts to neat little bits of newscasts works against conducting an intelligent debate in those media.
One has to resort to quips (a.k.a. "Brevity is the soul of wit.") or simple
verities like "I will not raise taxes." But can a complex idea like
"America" or "education" or "morality" be reducecl to barbs and
cliches in a sustained discussion? Unfortunately, many people may
actually believe that because they hear about these issues on the
news every night, they are well informed about them. We become
shallow experts, repeating cynical barbs which caught our ear and
endorsing 10-second truths which sounded good on the tube.
The television and radio people themselves confess the in·
adequacy of their news prog·
rams in conveying complex
ideas and exhort their viewers
and listeners to read a daily paper and weekly news magazine to
flesh out their knowledge of an
issue. But even that idea presumes that the reader has some
background in history and cui·
tute by which to evaluate what
he reads. The news does not provide understanding, much less
Wisdom.
This is the cause for concern about our growing inability to read
and write critically and this problem is especially frustrating at the
university level. We frequently tell ourselves that we are searching for
the "Truth,'' but how are we to know the truth if we cannot follow an
argument thoughtfully and critically? Many of us generate a great
deal of prose which is glib and meretricious, using jargon and cliches
in place of meaningful words. Unless the reader or listener is willing
and able to cutthrough this nonsense to get at the real content, then
that much more intellectual clutter will fill our lives. The high volume
and low content of the daily news adds to that clutter.
The accumulation of information which passes for knowledge wor·
ties me. This clutter allows people, for example, to claim that there is
scientific proof that .God created the world, a claim which shows an
ignorance of science and logical methods.
We cannot afford for the debate about our future lives personally
and collectively (abortion and nuclear war, to cite just two current
issues which will be considered in 1omorrow's election) to get mud·
died this way by inflated jargon or reduttivist bites. Yet tomorrow we
will reduce all of our fears and hopes and thoughts into one small
gesture: The pushing of a lever on a voting machine.
Good luck to all of us.

Bditor's note: The following questions were posed to thre(! New Me,rican candidates nomingfor the U.S.
House of Rf!pi'I/Selllatives: Republican incumbent Manuel Lujan Jr.,
Democratic state Rep. Ted Asbu!'Y,
and Stephen Curtis of the Liberiarial! Partv. The candidates' re;1Jonses a;e liste.d in alphabetical
order of their last names.
What do you think is the best
solution to decrease or stop the
nuclear arms race?
Asbury: The first portion of that
is to be able to adopt and send out a
signal that Congress supports a
mutually verifiable nuclear disarmament program, and we're willing to
send that signal out of the country.
Curtis: We should sit down and
seriously negotiate. We have more
weapons than we need right now to
protect ourselves. Instead of trying
to prove we're tougher or stronger
than the Russians, we should negotiate from aknowledged mutual
strength.
Lujan: I think we have to remain
(militarily strong) then at the same
time try to negotiate with the
Soviets, But I don't believe that they
will negotiate unless we're strong. If
we're weak. they won't negotiate
with us.
Would you vote .in support of
covert military action to protect
"American interests" (strategic,
economic, etc.) in foreign countries?
Asbury: I think if you say that,
first of all, a government has asked
us to. and it's a "legitimate" government that reflects its people and
they asked for assistance, then I
would support that assistance. But to
provide assistance to overthrow a
government, as we have in Nicaragua, where we were influential in
getting rid of Samosa ... no I don't
support that kind of aid.
Curtis: The way the question is
phrased. it almost requires a yes.
I'm ~~.\~ay~ in favor.of.Ami}Jica~ in·
tcrests. But is there an Amencari
strategic interest in foriegn coun·
tries'? My answer is no. I don't sec
that it is our job to police the world
and that means other countries.

Other countries have to be interested
in protecting their own interests, We
certainly can cooperate with them in
helping them defend themselves,
Rut as far as our intervention with
our military, l don't think that's
appropriate.
Luj"n: Yes, I think we have to
protect American interests, and
that's my prime responsibility us a
United States representative. Our interests in Central .America involve
the internal security of our country. I

would rather we not do it covert, I
would rather do it overt, But yes, I
do support the funding of the Contras.
Under what conditions would you
vote in support of sending Amer·
ican military forces abroad?
Asbury: Again, it would be at the
request of a legitimate government
who has asked tiS for assistance in
accordance with agreements, pacts
and treaties. But to interfere in the
internal workings of another coun-

try, I think, is improper.
Curtis.: I can't conceive of any
situations in which that would be
necessary for American security. I
am assuming that over a period of
years we will let Japan and Ger·
many, for instance, know that they
are to pick up their own defense.
You can't cut them off all at once,
but we must let them know that we
are no longer going to pay for their
defense. And at that point, we
should not interfere.

Curtis: The major issue facing
Congress in f 985 is the fcdcrnl
budget deficit. Congress needs to be
responsible for its actions. Congress
is unrestrained and handing out
money to every special interest
group that comes along.
Lujan: The tin;t is balancing the
federal budget, but we also have to
do something about (rising) medical
care costs. Just like we fixed the
Social Security system, we're going
to have to fix medical care costs.
Other than that, to keep taxes low so

Manuel Lujan Jr.

Ted Asbury

Tom Rut
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he done for us lately?
-Personal Property Tax Exemption
-The Bevl'rlge Container Act
-The Air Quality Control Act
-Drug Prien & Publh:atlon Act (Gene-de DrUg a
Aell
-Fuhdlng for The Spetli11 Olymph:.a Progr11m
-Leglslallve ConOid• of Jnterelit
-Camptlgn Practices Reform Act
-Environmental Quality Ad
- B.C.M.C. Hoapttal SerwlcH Funding
-Lt!'glsfatlve Oprn MeetingS But
-solar Energy Development. Act
-Creation of a Chlldr.ens! P•ychlaitlt Unit
-Eiecctlral 'Enersv TaJC Act

•t•1tt

-Child abute: lnt::rUsing pen•ltlea
-C9mmunitv Mental Health Program•
-Communily Alcoholism Programm
"'-"Public:: Records Djsclosure

•Crlmioa1 Vidlnil Act

-Right to Die Act
-UNM Medical Center Equipment
-26 olhor bills
1983:
-1mhation. Con.trolled Substances
~Technical E~~:cellence. Cenrt:H
... susinut Developmenl Corporadon Act
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"""':'Industrial De\lelopment fn,-estment Act

Exactly what we
asked him to
do.

Senator Tom

906 4th St. SW
141-4111

"-Senior

..... Property TaN Reduc:don
-Crime Prevention Task Force
.-Crime Vicdml!l Reparation Act

A history of personal involvement as
a neighbor, a community \lolunteer, our
State Senator, and a good friend in time
of need. Tom Rutherford has lived ~ith
us in District 16 for 28 (of his 37) years
as he went with us through the
education system we value so much;
attended the University of New Mexico;
went to work in private enterprise;
worked his way through UNM Law
Schon!; and now is an Albuquerque
.
.
. .
attorney.
With that, he has always had lime for
things just as important to him as
providing for his family-serlling his
communil!l with an enthusiasm and
dedication that has brought him
:~wards, public recognition, and the
opportunity to be our stron!l voice in
the New Muico Senate.
Since bein!l elected in 1972, and re•
elected with o\letwhelming margins
ever since, out' State senator has
earned the respect of the members of
the Senate from throughout the state
and become:
• Chairman of the Economic
Development and New
Technology Interim Committee;

continued on page .B

Steve Curtis

Tom Rutherford ham been our State
Senator since 1972. He's been a Senator
who has conslslendy provided the kind of
leaderehlp we need In Santa Fe. He
8peol<s up for us.
Here Is a partial list of some of the
legislation Tom Rutherford has spon•
sored as our State Sen ..tor:

--·Medical Radial ion Safely Act
-34 othor bills
1973'19114:
-Highter Education Sc:ience Equipm•nt
-Domestic VIolence -Victims
-Cancer1 Chronic DiHau Conlrol Program
-Child Day C.ro Ta• Crodit

Yams Fabrics
Hand-Woven Apparel

Lujan: That's a difficult question
to answer because I do1J't sec any
scenario where we're going to do
that. If we were [!bout to be invaded,
or our personal security was
threatened, then there would be no
question that any American would
opt for going against that threat.
What do you think is the major
issue (or issues) facing Congress in
the coming year?
Asbury: The federal deficit is the
single thing. The time that we've
been talking, the seven or eight mi·
nutcs, we've paid about 10 mi!Jion
(dollars) in interest. You need to
h;~ve a Congress to act with couruge
and to pass a bill at the beginning of
Congress that says, "this is all we're
going to spend,'' 11nd let all bills fall
within this spending limit.

• Chairman, Rules Committee
• l':ducation Committee Member
• Member of the finance,
Judiciary, and Local
Government Needs Commiftees
• Senate Majority Whip
The Community has retognized his
accomplishment• with induction into
the AlbuquerqUe International Balloon
Fiesta Hall of Fame (lor his role as the
to·founder and line of the principal
dri\ling forces behind the annual event);
"Stand Against Crime Award," from the
New Mexico Fraternal Order of Police;

-Funding for State Pollee Stntewlde Drug 6~stP.m
-Radloadlve Mar erial Dlspotal Prohibition Ac:t
-Displued Homemalcrra: Act
- Nalural Gao Pricing Act
--Local Pollee D~tpartmenia fh1andat Aid
-Consumer Counsel Act
-rncotne Tu Crtdlt for Cdme VJctlms
-Antl·Th..tt Motor Vehicle Dl•mantllng Ad
-District Altotrwv Manag~ment Information
Syslf!tn Ad
-Stateu.ldf' Pro•ecuttng Atrornr~t Sptdahst Pool
-Energy LUrline Act
-Mandatory Retirement ProhlbUion
-Gradual Reilttmrnt St~slt!'m
-rundlng for a U.N.M. Medical flr•urch racllll~
-S•nlot Cltl.trn• Nuitlllon Ptogr,am Funding

Friend of the Earth award; Outstanding
Senator (YD's); and chosen to
represent Amerka as a delegate to
Hungary from the American Council of
Young Political Leaders.
The time he devotes to community
organizations is a mix of commitment
to development of economic
opportunities in the community, and
meeting human needs, He has ser11ed
on:
• New MeMic:o Foreign Trade and
Investment Council;
• Board of Economic
De..,elopment and Tourism;
• Commission of Public
Broadcasting;
• Committee for a Setter
Albuquerque;
• Chairman, Albuquerque
Community College Committee;
• Board of Directors, New Day
Tom, his wife Linda, and son Jeremy
li\le at 1133 Monleclaire N.E.

Re-elect
Senator Tom
Rutherford

State Senate District 16

1133 Montc:lalre NE I 265•8695
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House hopefuls respond

Tuesday's Ballot
The following is a list of the candidates running
•District Judge (Division 9) - Vernon D.
for election as listed on a New Mexico sample Jones (D) and Burt Cosgrove (R).
•District Judge (Division 10) - Rozier E.
ballot:
•President and Vice President- Republican Sanchez (D) is running unopposed.
•District Judge (Division II) - Richard B.
incumbents Ronald Reagan and George Bush and
Democr<~ts Walter F. Mondale and Geraldine A.
Traub (D) is running unopposed.
•District Judge (Division 12)- Rebecca S.
Ferraro.
•U .S. Senate- incumbcfl( Pete V. Domenici Sitterly (D) is running unopposed,
CR) and Judith A. Pratt (D).
•District Judge (Division 13) - John E.
•U.S. Representative. District One- incum- Brown (D) is running unopposed.
bent Manuel Lujan (R). Ted Asbury (D). and
•District Judge (Division 14) - W. John
Libertarian Stephen P. Curtis.
Brennan (D) is running unopposed.
•Corporation Commissioner- Eric P. Serna
•District Judge (Division IS)- John J. Car{D) and Wray L. Simmons (R).
mody Jr. (D) and H. Richard Blackhurst (R).
•Justice of the Supreme Court_ (eight-year
•District Judge (Division 16) - Robert L.
term)- incumbent Dan Sosa Jr. (D) and Thomas Thompson (D) and Stephen G. French (R).
J. Mescull (R).
•District Judge (Division 17) - Anne M.
•Justice of the Supreme Court (four-year term) Kass (D) and Stephen L. ReVeal (R).
~ M<lry C. Walters (D) is running unopposed.
•District Attorney (2nd Judicial District) •Judge of the Court of Appeals (position one) Jeff Romero (D) and Steven H. Schiff (R).
-Joseph Alarid (D) is running unopposed.
•State Board of Education (District 3) •Judge of the Court of Appeals (position two) Emmalou Rodriguez (D) Frederic G. Comstock
-- Thomas A. Donnelly CDl is running un- (R).
opposed.
•Metropolitan Court Judge !Division I) •State Senator (District 16) - Thomas T. Hannah B. Best (D) and George P. Jones (R).
Rutherford (D) and Donald J. Devoti (R).
•Metropolitan Court Judge (Division Two)•State Representative (District 18) - Cisco Tommy Jewell (D) is running unopposed.
A. McSorley (D), Barry S. Hatcher (R). and
•Metropolitan Court Judge (Division Three)
Howard A. Fenster (Citizens Party).
-James F. Blackmer (D) and Charles R. Bar•District Judge (Division I) - Michael E. nhart (R).
Martinez (D) is running unopposed.
•Metropolitan Court Judge (Division Four)•District Judge (Division 2) -Joseph F. Baca Herbett P. Kraus (D) is running unopposed.
m) is running unopposed.
•County Commissioner (District Three) •District Judge (Division 3)- Ann M. Stein- Lenton Malry (D) and William G. Billy Griego
(R).
metz (D) and Frederick M. Mowrer ( R\.
•District Judge !Division 4)- Frank H. Allen
•County Cieri<- Dolores C. Waller (D) and
Jr. CD) is running unopposed.
Connie Slater (R).
•District fudge (Division 5) - Gerard W.
•County Treasurer- James B. Lewis (D) and
Thomson <Dl is running unopposed.
Harry E. Hellmuth (R).
•District Judge <Division 6)- W.C. Smith
•Countv Assesor- Max E. Carmona !DJ and
!DJ is running unopposed.
Jack Harold Darling (R).
•District Judge (Division 7) - Phillip R.
•County Sheriff- Ray Gallagher <DJ and
A~hby (D) is running unopposed.
Bobby V. Stover (R).
•DiMrict Judge (Division 8)- Gerald R. Cole
•Probate Judge- Hunter L. Gecr !DJ and
([}J is running unoppo~cd.
Robert H. ScatteR).

By Maria DcVarenne
Editor's note: Tile following q1wstions were po.~·ed to Republimn l'l!lll/ldate Barn• Hatcher and Democratic mndidate Cisco McSorley. They em:
vving for 'the District 18 represell/ative position . .
· What specific legislative action, cspc~:ially m the area of funding,
would be most beneficial to UNM?
Hatcher: As far as legislative action. some of ~he property that was
confiscated from UNM by the Legislature should be g1ven back to help make
UNM more independent. Revenues from the land would go directly to the
University.
.
.
McSorley: There arc two areas I sec: an acro~s-thc-bourd mcrease 111
professors' salaries and increases in salaries for staff. Staff at UNM are paid
30 percent below the average salary of the same skill level in the private
sector resulting in a high turnover and subsequent low morale.
Sho~ld graduate students be included in Title XX flmding? Should the
flmding be increased?

Hat~:her: No. I oppose Title XX graduate funding. Title XX funding
should remain at the same level.
M~:Sorley: Yes. Graduate students should receive Title XX funding. Yes,
1 basically adopt a compromise solution offered by the New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group. Funding is at $6,50 a day per student but should be
raised to $8.50. The Legislature should ensure the money for students who
require such services and not diminish eligibility,
. .
Students whose parems make more them $30,000 a year are 1101 el!gtblefor
financial aid in most cases. Should this figure be raised? Should the stan-

continued on page 8
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Senator Pete Domenici
Should Be Re-Elected To
The United States Senate
For Only One ReasonHe's Been AGood Senator
Take a look at what Pete Domenici has done for those of us
interested in higher education in our state:
• he has devised budgets as Chairman of the Senate Budget
Committee that have increased funding for higher education
by 51% during the last five years;
• he fought against Administration requests to cut higher
education funding and has led the battle to appropriate
$8.7 billion more for higher education than requested by the
Administration;
• he led the fight to overturn an Administration veto of a
student aid bill in 1982;
• he authored an increase of $64.7 million to disadvantaged
college students through the TRIO program;
• he authored legislation establishing a new math and science
program, with merit scholarships for college students
studying to become teachers in these disciplines;
• authored reform legislation for Pell Grant recipients and
campus-based aid programs that drew the support of
student aid officers at New Mexico colleges and universities.
If you care about education, and if you care about reform that
helps those who truly need help, then you should vote to re-elect
Pete Domenici as our United States Senator on November 6.
But, remember, vote for Senator Domenici for only one
reason- his record shows he desetves re-election.

• •
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All Major Credit Cards Accepted
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Alliance of Municipal
Officials
Co-Chairs:
Feliberto Martinez,
Espanola
O.K. Shafer,
Portales
Dave Zerwas,
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Farmers and Ranchers
for Domenici
Co·Chairs;
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The Alliance for Domenici
Co-Chairs:
The Honorable Jack M.
Campbell, Santa Fe
Mayor Harry E. Kinney,
Albuquerque
Dr. Graciela Olivarez,
Albuquerque
Democrats for Domenici
Co-Chairs:
Rosemarie Sanchez,
Albuquerque
Dr. Bruce Streett,
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Barry Hatcher

One hundred and fifty years ago, a group of men gathered on the campus of
Williams College in Williamstown, Massachusetts. These men were dissatisfied
with the existing Greek letter organizations at Williams - organizations which
were shrouded in secrecy and failed to recognize the merit of the individual.
The Williams group decided to start their own fraternity - a fraternity based
on non-secrecy and founded on bold new ideas and principles. A fraternity
dedicated to excellence. This early Williams group was the beginning of Delta
Upsilon.
The tradition of excellence begun by our Williams founders continues today
on each of our over 90 chapters and colonies across the United States and Canada.
And this, the Sesquecentennial Anniversary of our great fraternity, DU's world
wide will come together in celebration of 150 years of brotherhood.
At Delta Upsilon we don't just talk about history- .we make it!
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Candidates
continued from page 5

then~ \!an be good economic
a~tivity: a good strong dcknsc so ~c
~an ~.:ondudc some ;tgrcemenl w1th

that

the Soviet Union. also in Central
Amerka so we can solve that without the usc of arms.
Are you in favor of Walter
Mondali!'S plan to reduce the
nutional budget delicit by raising
taxes combined with S)Jcnding
cuts or the Republican tJhm to
mal11~ further cuts ht [Jrognuns
with taxes as a last resort'! What
kind ol' htx increase would you
~upport or what (Jrograms would
be cut'!
Asbury: I think that both those
plan;, wa'lly don't ;tddrcs\ tlw root
problem. The root problem is that
we don't haw a fair tax plnn now.
We need to make a tax plan th;tt is
fair so that everybody pays n 1itir
.,hare without an undue burclen on
th,• middle-income wage-earner,
then try to pare dnwn expenditures
of government. Once we do th<It,
then we ~·•m dose th.: disparity between rev.:nuc and expenditures. At
that point. l would he willing to look
at some type of tax plan. but at this
point I'm not ~urc if it is nct:e~~ury.
Curtis: I d11n't support either of
tlwsc plans. I believe that we should
cut spending in domestic areas.
military defense and taxes u~ well.
There j., ab\nlutcly no need for more
luxe~. ami we simply cmmot afford
to keep >pending the money we arc
spcndin)! by takmg it. ou_t 11l." tax:
p<~>en.' pockets and d1st:nbutmg It
<tll uround the world. II we leave
l111li1CY in the taxpayers' pocket'>, the
,tate~ can deal with llnnny of the
rumlill!! problem~) rather than a
ma,~ivc federal bureaucracy.
l.ujnn: tThc Republican plan.l I
tlun\.. thcr<' arc many places that
t.ould bL' .:ut. lor example. under
tcd~ral rc\cnuc ~haring. \\'c give

money to cities whcthc1· they need it
or not. We can do it on a needs basis.
Beyond that, close loopholes to
make surc business nourishes so that
there will he more business activity.
more taxes. and that wi II bt~lance the
budget. l don't think we need any
additional taxes.
What is your position on Title
XX child.c~tre funding l'or lowincome university undcrgr11duate
students'?
Asbury: I think child cure b 11
program that bas h~d the support and
needs to be mllintaincd. I think that
at this time. Title XX program b
such that I'm not convinced that the
funding levels arc not inndcqu<ttc. I
would not support a deerc;1sc in
funding. Whether or not l would
support. an increase would. depend.
on makmg sure the abuse ts out ol
the system and that the need exists.
Curtis: 1think it's a program that
can eventually be phased out. Without fcdcrnl government interference
... people can afford to puy their
own child care. Eventually the private sector can (provide) child care.
Lujan: I don't believe the fed.c~al
government lms the sole respons1b1l·
ity for child care. except .in cert<~in
instances where someone IS on welfare and you want to trui.n them to gel
ahead in the work ficld ...The state is
prim~rily responsible for .cdu~ation.
fundmg. so then a combnmtwn ol
state and federal funding (coul<l be
usedl.
Do you sec a problem with
federal and state funding for stu·
dent loans and grants?
Asbury: Yes. I do. They have
been cut drastically. Deep. deer cub
in the educational !\ystcm. the Pcll
grant~ and in the National !">irect
Sl!.ldcnt Loan grants have scnously
affected the overall ~tahility uf the
college student today and they
jeopardize t.hc inv~stmcnt that :vc
arc making mour luturc. Education

is an investment. It's not a .blind
investment: it is an investment 111 the
future and it is. nn area where we
really should be looking to increase
our investment.
Curtis: I guess there's a pmblcm
in that it doesn't make sense to take
money out of people's pockets and
send it back in the I(Jrnl of loans and
grants so stud<:nts can go to co. liege.
If government would stop tak10g so
much money out of people's pockets
in the form of t<IXcs ... thcn people
would be able to afford their own
coii()UC education ... or the states
coulcCdcal with that (funding student
loans and grants).
Lujan: There shouldn't be a problem: the highest funding fi1r educa·
tion is in this year's budget. For ex·
ample. student loans under federal
programs in 1~8~ went ~rom $3.6
billion to $3.9 billion. Allin all there
should be sufficient money for anyone whu needs a student loan to gel
one because there's more 111oncy this
year for education than there has
been in the entire federal budget.

a lot of soci;1l programs.
Lu.j11n: It's got to be the economy. Wr!. have to 111aintain a good
business climate: for cxumple. low
interest rates and low intlation.
According to University of New.
Mexico figures th~t the school nt

business puts out. it (the interest
rutcs nnd low inflation) created
14,000 jobs here in Albuquerque
last year. The high tech firms that arc
coming in, will continue to come in
if we continue to have a good business climnte.

TheNew.Mexic;:ll Museum ofNa.tural His· Tbe~ter as part .of the free. Monday Lecture ;tt !he UNM School of Medicine, has been
tory Foundation's. model .of a TriceretQps · Seties, sponsored by the UNM School of appointed to.a one·year ten:n as the fac!!ltY
will visiuheCasaD~:l Sol restaura.nt (lo()ated Architecture and Planl.l.ing.
·
representative on the board of trustees for
at the bottom .level in the Student lJ nion
· JJNM Hospital.
A photography CKhibit by Vernon Sa!vaBuilding)toda~ l1t aa.m., beginning a week·
Hardy, who has been on the UNMH st~tff
<ior, entitled ·~Images from the A~orcs, '·'
long vis~t at the University of New Mexico.
since 1965, was appointe<l to the board l>y
wUJ
b\!
on
display
at
the.UNM
Sc.hool
.of
The n:plica of the pre))istoric anima.! mea·
.
Art;hHec.ture. and Plan11ing from· Nov. 5 thll UNM Board of Regents.
surcs15.feetlong~Sf~:etwide and 5 feet tall.
*
The comj)ut~:~r•Qperat\ld. IUOdel. moves ita through No,v. 23.
Jerry Harrison was named. earlier this
The Women Studies Program is scheduled month as administrator of the New Mexic9
head, steps forward .11nd hack, andgrowls.lt
will be accompanied by a .llabertQoth·tiger- to'conduct an open hot,ISe Wednesday from Children's Psychiatric Hospital, the state's
head ''bank" that will accept money for tile 3:30p.m. tQ 6p.m .. c!llebrating their new pnly residential treatme11t facility for sev¢rly
museum. The money activat~:s a recorder. location in Mesa Vista Hall, Room 214~.
disturbed children.
Also scheduled is a,slide presentation by
.·
causing the tiger to ''growl."
The NMCPH is a SS·bcd facility provid·
On WedneSday, ·foundation representa- Sofia Martinez and M'll'garet Randall that is ing comprehensive in·P<~tient treatment for
tives will be intlle l()bby of the
selling entitled ''Women: Brave in the Face of children who have critical emotional and
Danger. "
'
souvel.l.irs to raise money for tile museu.tt}.
psychiatric needs.
fitFor mote illfQrmaiion, call268-.9557,
•., 4.
* *
New York architect Lewis Pavis is sclie•
A benefit dinner "for the joint. ~ use
* * *
duled speak today at 5:30p.m, in the SUB
WilliamR. Hardy, professor of medicine Navajos in Arh:ona r¢sisting reloclttioo from

~~~~[>m<!~.d

* * .

dards be changed (i.e •. if the parenrs rejitse to pa_,·for ec!ucmion)?
Hatcher: I'm for education. I think everybody .hus the ngbt to <~n c9ucution. However. I'm not for give-aways but would like to sec education m the
form of student loans that would be easily available to students at a very low
interest rate or no interest rates ;lt all.
.
McSorley: No. The figure should not be rmscd. but rule~ should ~e
changed. The level should be based on the student's res~JUrccs. ~~~student 1s
emancipated from their parents' income. the parents' 111comc 1s ln'e.lcvant;
Should there be a voting stuclell/ /11('/llbrr ontlte Board ~!(Rc•;:i!llls? Wily;'
What kind of legislative control should be placl!d 011 pre.wlrmiiCti S<'arches?
.Hatcher: Y~s. 1 think students pay tuition and allen~ the school. so they
should have a say-so in what goeson. Personal.!~. I t~wk pco~lc \~ho have
been educated in New Mexico. who were f:u)llhar With the d1rccuons and
progress of the state, should be .sclc~t~d in prcsidc.nti:tl seurches.
.
McSorley: Yes, because umvcrs11les ex1st to ,1 J,Jrgc ex.t~nt to ~c,tch
students, and therefore students' input is. to the success or. failure. ol that
teaching mission. essential. I think it's important to ;~nswcr tlus questiOn, ,but
you'd need a constitutional amendment. I'm not prepared to offer a constttutionalnmendment at this time.
Should laws on abortion be amended /ll proride statejimdiilg? How about
/ow-income rape ami incest victims ll'ho may not otherwise luwe <'ash to pay
for an abortion?
. Hatcher: No. I oppose abortions. l ~i~agrce with fcd~ral funding of
abortions in rape and incest cases (be:ausc !I IS hnr~ to .vcnfy m many ca~cs).
McSorley: Yes. Those are areas 111 wh1ch I thmk 1t should be prov1dcd.

What do you think is the mlljor
issue (or issues) facing the stat~ of
New Mexico
Asbury: To develop an industry
that will completely stimulate the
ecomomy and technical and nontechnical training. I think that is a
solar industry. To provide jobs and a
whnlc new opportunity in New
Mexico is a natural state for the development of a solar industry. That
needs to be done while maintaining ll
MIAMI <UPI)- Bahamian offibalance between protecting our very
cials took custody of I!!0 Floridafragile environment.
bound Haitian refugees Sunday, 150
Curtis: l think it'~ the same thing men and 30 women who were inter·
that concerns other states - the ceptcd by the Coast Guard when
federal government is simply taking their overloaded, 40-foot wooden
too much money out of our pockets sailboat ran aground.
and spending it in areas that arc not
The Haitians. fleeing poverty in
useful to us. The single most impor- their homeland, spent at least three
tant thing we can do to Mop it is get days on Jamaica Cay, a small coral
the federal government out of our outcropping in the Bahamas some
livcs ... and this means getting rid of 350 miles southeast of Miami.

** *

.

sua.

*"

*

their ancestral homeland'' is schedu.led to be
held at theUniversity of New Mexico Native
American Studies Center, 1812 Lll~ Lomas
N.E., on Friday Nov. 9 at 6 p.m.
>mFor infotmation, call 242-7600.

* * ..

Jack Manno, author of "Arming the
Heavens'', an examination of the U.s. space
progr;un of the past and ptesent as it pertains
to U.S. military policy, will be on campus
Monday Nov. 12 in Woodward Hall,. Room
101, at 7:30 p.m., to discuss the issues of
space weaponry and the mHitariz<~tion of
space.
Manno '.stalk is sponiiored by the Gradu<Jte
Student Association, ASUNM, Action for
Nuclear Disarmament, Campus Planning
Association a11d the Albuquerque Center For
Peace.
titFor more information, call 268-9557.
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For just $15.00 a year, you can have
the New Mexico Daily Lobo mailed
anywhere in the United States.
Mailed everyday of the regular school
year and weekly during the summer
session. Send it to your relatives or
friends- it's easier than writing a letter about what's happening at UNM.
Or send it to yourself. That's convenience! You'll be sure to get the Daily
Lobo everyday.

255-1049

SAVE 20% WITH COUPON
T-Shirts (Long & Short sleeves)•Sweats (Tops & Bottoms)•Jackets
Shorts•Hats•Sunglasses•Posters
LOBOWEAR

We're Your Off Campus Store Where
STUDENTS NEVER PAY SALES TAX
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TDAIDOUSE

The Only Thai Restaurant In Towu
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I

of a Hamburger

266-0550 Across from Johnson Gym 2400 Central SE
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Frontier Restaurant

Home of the Latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade Sweetroll
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free Dellve'Y

247-9205
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UNM, behind 31 Flavors)
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formally of Tony's

on a large or medium

Girard and Central at the Triangle

Drop by 131 Marron Hall or. mail your check to:
Daily Lobo, Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Send a Daily Lobo subscription to:
City::~-~-------------- State:•~-~ Zip::---~
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value
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Coupon expires 11·12-84
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Film Committee
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HARVARD SE

Call our ad staff today at
277-5656 and find out
about a good advertising investment and bargain. Or stop by 131
Marron Hall, MondayFriday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

ASUNM
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Coast Guard officials said the
contingent may represent the largest
group ever stopped en route to
Florida.
"We're standing by in case they
need help. That's an awful lot of
people," said Coast Guard Lt. Jim
Simpson.
The H:1itians' overloaded craft
r:m agmund in the Bahamas ncar
Janmka Cay and wa~ first sighted
Thursday,
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Arts

Arts
'Made with venom'

PEC hosts Willie Dixon in concert tonight

The Vipers: blues, enigmas, huevos and infamy

Willie Dixon (left) a~d the Chicago Blues All Stars,
with special guests the Vipers, in concert tonight at
8 in the SUB Ballroom. Tickets arc $7.25 for students with J.D. and .are avQilablc at all Giant out·
lets .. PEC will be selling tickets (minus the 75 cent
service charge) and playing Dixon's music today at
the north doors to the SUB between 11 a.m. and 2

Ily R, !. Olivas

Tilis . 1/erview ll'ilh 1/w Vipers was conducled
bejiwe the hand hit the .1tage at lJaubi's on
Halloween night. f)eded our in garb for the
ocmsion, l'arious Vipe1·s were sipping driuks
in the dressing room oftlw Albuq11erqur dub.
Ron Lipton and Tim Rui::, the two original
Vipers, introduced me /a tlwir band-mates,
ami then 1 asket/.for their names in tu/'11. They
welcomed me, myji·iend. and my tape recorI der into Their prest•nce, and we immediately
began talking all at once. Porrions of that
imervi£••1', deciphered from a l'eritI. recorded
a/Jie morass oj'~poken phmses. ore translared
I brlow. The Vipers, a seven-man blues opera, tion, tl'ifl open the Willie Dixon concerr
tolli!dll at the SUB Bullroom.
H..J.: So introduce yourselves, mlCI tell me
what you do for a living.
Ron Lipton: Uhh, Ron Lipton. What do I do
for a Jiving'! I pimp for 13-year-old girls.
Michael Martin: I'm Mike Martin.
I{ ..J,; And what do you do'!
Martin: I play keyboards for the band,
H..J.: Ahh; you got a legitimate job.
Kent Pittsenbargar: I'm Kent. I play drums
and set up the I 3-ycar-old for Ron's pimping
opcr;1tion.
Tim Huiz: I'm Tim Ruiz, und I play bass. I
deliver ull their babies at the hospital.
Other Viper personnel were still busy setting up. They were Steve Maase (guitar).
Tono Wood (tenor and sopmno sax) and Bill

p.m.
Born 69 years ago in Vicksburg, Miss., Dixon
credits pianist Little Brother Montgomery for his

--Vipers----------------------------------~
continued from page 10

Martin: Oh, sure. You know when l was a kid
and stuff, you know, I used to listen to his
records a lot.
R.J.: What's it like playing the blues in Albuquerque'?
Pittsenbargar: It's the bluuuuuuuucs:
Martin: Irs discouraging. The city. at least
the clubs, don't support that kind of thing.
They're very narrow minded. Top 40 is all
they want to hear.
Pittsenbargar: It stinks .. ,
Ruiz: ... We're far from being strictly a
blues band ... We stretch it out pretty far.
Rhythm and blues, soul, and .•. I don't
know what else you'd call it ...
Martin: It's a good excuse to play pretty much
what we want.
Ruiz: The thing that makes us competitive,
that keeps us in this market, is that there's
nothing like us in town. Nothing.

Joe Mitchell

The Vipers (frQm left}: Mike Martin, Steve Maase, Kent Pattsen Bargar, Tim Ruiz, and (background} Bill and Tono
Wood. Don Lipton is not shown.
Wood (tenor, alto and soprano sa.x). Occasionally one of them would poke his head in
the door, asking where a cord might be or
becoming amused by the mucous gabbing. A
waitress delivered nachos but remained mic-

rophone shy.
R.J.: How do you feel about playing with
Willie Dixon'?
Lipton: I'm excited as hell.
Martin: It's one of them life ambitions come

true, you know?
R.J.: You've always wanted to play with Willie Dixon'?

continued on page 11

TODAV'SEVENTS
closed study-discussion meeting. every

PIZZA

DELIVERSTM
FREE.

262-1662
Hours:
11 am· 1 am Sun.·Thurs.
11 am • 2 am Fri. & Sat.

Monda)'~ f

p.m.; Newman Center, lBU Las Lomas Nl!. F.o
more Info. c.~\1247·1094.
Asloclattd. Gndu11e Buslnes• Sllldrnta meeting: on
Mon., Nov. S, 8 p.m.,ASM room291. All Graduate
Business Students are invlred.
Bible Sludy on 11Applicaticn or Dibical Principles for
One'S: Life on Campus," meetlna in SUII room 231
A·B, eVel')' Mon., 5:30-6;30 p,m.
Altobolks Aaonymou• open disamln meeting for
women onJy. every Monday, 12 noon, at the UNM
Women's Cenler, 1824 Las Lomas N£, Co\1277·6868

The
Establishment
Presents

Wanted:
Contestants
lor Lip Sink
Contest

(

November's Keller Hall schedule includes a pair of
afternoon performances as well as two free concerts. All
performances begin at 8: 15 unless otherwise noted.
Tickets arc available in the Pine Arts Box Office two
weeks in advance of the show. Call277-4402 for more
infonnation.

rormorcfnfo.

COmputrr end Soflwlrt' Dtmoutratlon will be
prescnicd by representatives from .D£C on Mon.,
Nov, S, 3 p.m. In ME Bldg., room 218. Rainbows,
VAX's, Micro;, arid software wiU be shown.
Sponsored by ihe IEEE Computer Soclt1y.
lntematJoaal Center, 1808 Las Lome NEf will have

lunch from Trinidad, Mon .• Nov. ~. 11·1:30 p.m.
Menu: CUlT)', vcnle!l, tortilla, cake lnd J~:e cream.
correcort,.,AII roronly $2.50.
American Socltt1 rorTnlolnalllld Dt••lopmenl will
hold "Training Update: Skills and Mothods lot
Today and Tomorrow. ••_ Nov. ,..(i, In the Education
Bldg. or the VA Medial Center In Albq. Those infere$ted in rcgisicrins .sbould rontict Ojana Atikan,
848-2161.

Pullin' on
the Hils

R.J.: You guys arc sort of an enigma, then. Lipton: It's not like we're not working.
Ruiz: Yetth, that's it.
They're only two places to play this kind of
Pittsenbargar: We're one of the n-n-n- music in town. and we're working both of
them. So, within what's available, we're
nigmmmmmas. (Everyone laughs.)
Lipton: What he said.
doing well.
Martin: To sum it up ... all the musicians R.J.: How do you keep seven people in the
have sold out their responsibility for taking band?
care of it. So they put it in somebody else's Lipton: Threats of physical violence.
Ruiz: It's really hard to keep three people
hands ...
Ruiz: They put their artistic integrity in some- thinking the same way, let alone seven people .... We've had our problems ...
one else's hand.
Lipton:
At this point, everybody's into what
R.J .: Any ideas on how to fix that?
we're doing . . . There's seven different
Martin: Sure. Get some bands with some directions people are coming from which
huevos!
makes it interesting, too.
Ruiz: Everywhere we go we hear: ''Where are Pittscnbargar: You put it all in a pot and boil
you guys from'?" Well, we're from here. it up, and you got soup- uhh, Viper stew!
"How come we never heard you before?" Martin: Made with venom.
Because no one will hire us. "Why not? We Piltsenbargar: It's a kick in the ass.
really like your music ... It's not anything Martin: There isn't a night that doesn't go by
you hear on the radio." I say, yeah, isn't it where somebody doesn't bad-mouth somebody else in the band ... but once you're up
great? That's why they won't hire us!

Free afternoon events featured in Keller Hall

Akobollcs Anonym au•. Sanduar)' Group will llold t.

DOMINO'S

3920 Central S. E.

Tuesday - The Festival of Choruses Concert.
Wednesday -Choruses under the direction of John M.
Clark. No admission charge.
Thursday- Junior recital: Leslie Nelson. bassoon.
Sunday- UNM Jazz Bands; Jeffrey Piper, director.
No admission charge, Performance begins at 4 p.m.
No\', 16- Junior recital: Greta Zuercher, piano.
Nov. 17- Faculty recital: Bruce Hamlin. guitar. Will
lcaturc the music of Giuliani, Ponce, Milano, Narvaez

and goes every Wed.
For more info: 242-5400

coupon

MR. TUX

else•

Nov. 26- UNM Brass Choirs: featuring works of
Strauss, Haufrecht. Husa and Hovahness. Performance
begins at 7 p.m.
Nov. 28- Senior recital: Victor Winter. piano.
Nov. 30- Junior recital: Diane Turnbull. soprano.

DRY CLEANERS

Reopening Special

50% Off

Any Dry Cleaning ($5.00 minimum)
Mon-Fii 7:00-5:30. Sat 9:30-1:00
3001 Central NE (adfacentto Mr. Tux Format Wear)
255·7463
Mon-Frl.H:oo am

"Toonervtne Trolley" (1936), ''Betty Boop

and Grampy" (1935>, and ·superman and
the Volcano" (1942). 30 mln
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CISCO BELIEVES

His opponents's views

*Public education needs to be
properly funded

*He opposes any extra
funding for U.N.M.

*Young people and students,
their ideas and aspirations,
count!
·

*"Young people don't have
a good record for voter
turnout, and most of the
voters are elderly."

*There shouldn't be a tuition
increase at U.N.M.!
*Funding for day care for Title

*"says he would prefer
to see a tuition increase ... "
*Against Title XX Day
Care Funding

XX
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ABORTION AND PREGNANCY

WELL WOMEN CLINIC

Six Years Legislative Experience
Practicing Attorney
O.N.M. Educated
Albuquerque Native

Starts
Wed•• Nov. 7

there playing, it's all right,
Ruiz: We plucked Mike straight out of a rockand-roll band that wasn't doing shit.
Martin: Hey! . . .
R.J.: What was the name of the band?
Martin: It was, uh, the Mike Martin Ex·
perimental, uuh ... ,
Lipton: The Mike Martin Experience.
Ruiz: If he's going to waste his time playing
off-the-wall music, then he might as well get
paid for it. And we need a keyboard player.
(He checks the time.) OK, showtime.
(We began to wind things up as these four
Vipers slithered out to the stage to join the
other three.)
Pittsenbargar: The Willie Dixon show will
be a lifetime of infamy.
Ruiz: It will be my lust standing gig for a least
a week. (Referring to his back pain, that forces
the bassist to play much of the Vipers gigs
sitting down.)
That's the blues, Viper style.

;

and Dowland. Perfom1ance will begin at 4 p.m.
;
TESTING CLINIC'S
;
Nov. 20 - Keller Hall Series - The Seraphin Trio:
Leonard Fclbcrg, violin: Joanna de Keyser. cello:
Geor~c Robert, piano. The peformancc will feature the . ,
Schui;,ann Trio in D minor and the B.rahms Quartet in A
Annual Exams, Family Planning, PAP Smears,
Major. with Toby Appel (viola) making a guest appear- '
VD Screening, Referrals.
,,
CALi. FOR. APPOINTMENT: 265-9511
anec.
Nov. 21 -Junior recital: John Martinez, guitar.
107 Girard SE 87106
..
Cl~aet91:1::te~S+91~etetS+C+:t3+91C+*i:t91>i:l:r+T.ATITtn:ct:ISIO.:Lc
Nov.
24Senior recital: Mohammad Nadertabar. ~v~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;~~~~~~~~;~·;
compOSitiOn.

Cash & Prizes

ma.k Kcatoans

earliest exposure to blues music.
", .• Little Brother, he used to always be on a
wagon or a flat-bed truck. There'd be a piano up
there. and a set of drums, and maybe horn and
guitar players. A guy had a megaphone and ho1·
ler.ed where they'd be playing that night. And I'd
be running behind that truck or wagon barefooted.
I was only 7 or 8 years old, and I'd be out there
running after them all day. My mother'd give me a
whipping when l got home."

YOU CARE ABOUT YOUR EDUCATION
••• GET INVOLVED

VOTE NOVEMBER 6th
paid for by the committee to elect Cisco McSorley, Roberl Schwartz, Treasurer

ASUNM POPULAR
ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
PRESENTS

Willie
Dixon

with special guests

TONIGHT

November 5, 1984
SUB Ballroom
"Election Eve Blues"
Tickets are $6.50 students
$7.so general
Tickets are on sale at all Giant Ticket Outlets:
General Stores, KAFB Rec Center, Soundtrack Records and Tapes, Wildwest Music,
Que Pasa Records

~
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Arts
Poetry can 'smooth out' rough spots
Today Artscape unveils the new
published work of Chris Leche, an
English department graduate stu·
dent.
Uy R.J. Olivas
Poet Chris Lechc is "smoothing
out the rough edges." as she describes the activity, when she writes
poetry. The process of writing and
reading the work back to herself
fufills her life in a way nothing else
can. "It gives you back to you."
says Lee he of the medium she works

with- words.

her life.

"Smoothing out edges" is like
rubbing a stone with your hands until all the rough spots arc gone. For
Lcche, the stone is an experience
cradled with some emotional meaning which has not yet "settled" ir.

So she writes. And writes. And as
she puts words and phrases on paper, more of those edges arc refined.
It is a process of learning, then healing, and ultimately. living. For
L.eche. a veteran published author, it
is the best living one can do .

Netters beaten by SMU ,
but Geatz still optimistic
..

By Ross Haefer

In her freshman-level classes,
Leche says she tries to emphasize
the value of everyday experience. It
is the "extraordinary ordin;:~ry"
which provides all the richness of
life. And that's worth writing about.

'Blindness of innocence, burden of com!J)eted life'
Elegant Riding evokes emotion
Riding tl1e Back of The Earth by Christine Back of the Earth is her first book of poetry.
Dumaine. Published by Dougherty De· although her poems have been published besigns, 90 copies printed. Copyright 1984. fore. ··one Thing Like Another,'' included in
this collection, first appeared in the 1983 edition of Cmrceptions Southwest.
Review by A. L. Ryan
The book itself is a work of art. The design.
the
cover. the typefaces and the quality of the
Oak tree roots
printing would make the book worth owning
are bones to .1it 011,
even if the contents were only excerpts from a
ribs nm ji·om a spine.
telephone directory.
It's like riding the back
The book begins with two small Jove
of the earth at a p,al/op.'' --from ''Con"Differences" and "Progression.''
poems.
tinental Drift"
"Differences" is a nice poem, but the woods
In her book Riding the Back t?/' the Earth. arc full of them- it is easily the weakest work
Christine Dumaine uses memory and subtle in the collection. Ah. but "Progression" is
imagery to examine her world and the people excellent, as delicate as the "little bird in the
she loves and has loved. There arc no grand shell" in the first stanza and as moving. Here
and mystical statements made. no ideas put is the second stanza;
My eyes open/to the smooth tickh~f the
forth to shock. just quiet poems that linger in
the mind of the reader long after they arc read. p11lselin your neck/a dock/we can't stopl/rwe
Dumaine. better known on campus as Chris me Jove me lm•e me.
The next five poems arc poems of memory.
Lcche !pronounced Lesh), is a graduate stuAll
rcfcrto childhood. the relationship of child
dent in the English department. Riding tlu!

to parent, and to how that relationship alters as
the child matures and the parent ages.
Dum~in.e docs ":'ell at evoking the tangle of
co~t11ctm~ cm~tlons produced by the p~rent/
ch1ld rel~tu~nsh1p. All are good at explamin_g
the ambiguity of that tangle. but the best IS
"Yellow Umbrella." a eulogy for a dying
.
father.
In four lines, Dumaine captures a common
role reversal:
He'.r going, mother says. You point/to bot·
ties and wbes like pictures/of kittens and rabbits and ducks .I/ name thetil.
"Narrowing." the last poem in the book,
somehow contains all the emotions of all the
other poems. It is simply written, and thus

elegant in the way only simplicity can be. To
do it justice would require reprinting the entire
. poem. Buy this book, read it for yourself and
enjoy the movement from new plant to memory. from the blindness of innocence to the
burden of a completed life.

*****
Christine Dumaine will appear in a poetry
reading at the Living Batch Bookstore on
Nov. 16. Also reading their works will be
Robert Masterson and Phyllis Thompson. The
reading will begin at 7 p.m. Admission is free.

lnosaur In the Dining Roo
November 5·9
casa del Sol Restaurant
Lower level. New Mexico Union
Visit the half·size authentic replica of a
Prehistoric Triceratops
from the New Mexico Museum of Natural History
Wednesday- Museum Foundation
souvenir sales
In the lobby

FOOD SPECIALS:
Sidewalk Cafe "Brontosaurus Burgers"
"Prehistoric Pizza',
''Pterodactyl Turkey Legs,,
Potato "Skins~~
cookie corner"Dina-donuts"
Fudge Factory''FOSSil Fudge''
Garden Court''Archeologist Stew''
Casa del sol "Mesozoic Menudo"

The University of New Mexico
men's tennis team was defeated
Saturday by Southern Methodist
University, 6-3, in what could be the
most satisfying defeat of the season
for the Lobos.
In Nevada Bob's Invitational tennis tournament at the Lobo Tennis
Club, UNM played host to Colorado
and SMU, which was ranked third in
the nation in the preseason polls.
In Saturday's match against the
Mustangs, the Lobos found out they
can compete with one of the nation's
top teams, UNM staged a hard fight
in both doubles and singles, in a
match that could have easily ended
in UNM's favor.
"Hey, I'm very pleased with our
team performance today," Lobo
Coach David Geatz said after the
UNM-SMU match. ''SMU was
ranked No. 3 in the nation, and we
battled them in every game of every
set, We're going to be tough this
season. I think we will be ranked in
the top 20.''
The Lobos were without the services of their No, 1 singles player,
Steve Otero, Otero is not eligible for
the fall season, due to low grades,
but is slated to return for the. spring
season on Feb. 1, 1985.
"We .miss having Otero in both
singles and doubles play," Geatz
said, ''We'll be a lot tougher when
he returns."
In Saturday's singles matches:
Dean Bishop, SMU, defeated Galen
Garcia, UNM, 6-2, 6-2. Paul Loyle,
SMU, defeated Steve Bickham,
UNM, 6-3, 1-6, 6-2. Bruce Cox,
SMU, defeated Jerry Gunther,
UNM, 6-4, s~7, 6-4. Dan Stewart,
SMU, defeated David .Ramiret,
UNM, 6-1, 7-6. Jack Griffin, UNM,
defeated Drew Denny, SMU, 7-6,
6-3. Tim Cass, UNM, defeated Ed
Ross, SMU, 6-4, 4-6, 6·3.
In doubles ph1y: Ronneberl! and
Ross, SMU, defeated Cass and

Bickham, UNM, 3-6, 6-4, 6-7.
Coyle and Denny, SMU, defeated
Gunther and Ramirez, UNM 3-6
6-3, .6-3. Garcia and Griffin UNM'
defeated Bishop and Cox, s'Mu,
2, 6-7, 6-3.
In Friday's match, UNM defeated
Colorado, 7-2, in team play.
G!!len Garcia, UNM, defeated
J~n Sokol, CU, 7-6, 6-1. Steve
Btekham, UNM, defeated Bob
Bateman, CU,. 6-2, 7-5. Jerry
Gunther, UNM, defeated Jakob
Victorin, CU, 3-6, 6-3, 6-2, David
Rameriz, UNM, defeated Robin
Walker, CU, 6-2, 6-4. Alan Oils,
UNM, defeated Stratton Smith CU
1-6, 6-1' 6-3.
•
'
In doubles play, Bickham and
Cass, UNM, defeated Garger and
Bateman, CU, 6-3, 6-4. Garcia and
Griffin, UNM, defeated Sokol and
Walker, CU, 6-3, 6-2. Gunther and
Rameriz, UNM, defeated Stratton
and Smith, CU, 6-4, 3-6, 6-4.
In the spring season, UNM will
play some topnotch competition in
Stanford, Arizona State, Southern
California, Peppcrdinc and San
Diego State, in what will prove to be
Two stickers from Texas Tech and New Mexico Tech vie for the ball on Johnson Field Sunday
a tough schedule.
~he tournament was hosted by the UNM Lacrosse Club,
"I'm glad we have such a tough m a. match won ~y Tex_as Tech,
schedule, because we're going to wh1ch lost t~ Ar1zona m champ1onsh1p game, 10·1./n previous games, UNM beat N.M. Tech,
kick some tail and put UNM tennis 11-4, and Ar~zona beat Texas Tech, 11·8.
on the map," Geatz said.
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Injuries, inexperience cause Lobo swoon
Commentary by Jeff Wells

Tum out the lights, the party's
over •. .
There~s really no one person or
group to blame for the University of
New Mexico football team's slide
into oblivion. As it stands right now,
the Lobos are 4-5 and will be the
underdog in their last three contests.

PERMS $17.50
(reg $35)

During Grand Opening of
Lelgb's Total Image
115k for JiKkle 200.2721

Where did it all go wrong? Many
people are blaming Coach Joe Lee
Dunn and his staff for tbe suicidal
turn the team has taken. There have
been some coaching problems. A
conservative style of play;·calling
and poor special-teams play are the
fault of the coaches.
However, developing a football
program, any football program,
with a new coaching staff takes a

number of years. At UNM where
great talent is at a premium, it's
especially difficult. Coaches are
going to make mistakes.
As far as the players go, some
people say they really don't care.
That might be true, but in my day-today contact with the team, I haven't
noticed anyone just completely giving up.
It's hard to go out and practice

five days a week, hold team meetings every night, go to school and
lose big. If a football player seems a
little down, it's understandable.
That docsn 't mean that the player
isn~tgoing to tryjustas hard the next
week.
The one big problem, and the
most obvious, is the seemingly ncv-

continued on page 14
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lUDYPRATT u.s. senate '84

The
NlWMlXICO
DAILY LOBO
Now Accepts
Your
VIsa or Mastercard
For Payment
Pay for your classified over the phone!

Throughout her three terms as a State Legislator, Judy Pratt has consistently
supported funding for the arts and education, and has fought hard against
censorship attacks on our Southwestern culture. Speclflcalfy she has supported
"1% for the Arts/' and has passed a Legislative Memorial ~galnst Instances of
censorship of Southwestern culture.
As a United States Senator, Judy Pratt will do everything she can to Increase
federal funding for the arts and education, particularly at the expense of unnecessary military spending.
We, the undersigned, represnt only a portion of the UNM faculty members who
support Judy Pratt for the U.S. Senate, and urge everyone concerned with the
continued flourishing of our cultural heritage and educational system to vote for
Judy Pratt on November 6th.
F. Chris Garcia
Fred R. Harris

Get The Facts Todayl
Call 277-5656
(Mon-Fri 8 am-5 pm)
or drop by
13 1 Marron Hall, UNM

Richard rralin
Larry George
Martin Needler
Jan Knippers Black
Kees onneweer
Michele Die!
Carla Wofsy
Bill Pietsch
David Rutschman
Stanly Steinberg
William Zimmer
Reuben Hersh

Hector Ethavarri ·a-Heras
Elena Solano-Arellano
Chris Stidley
Myron Fink
Shaw N. Gynan
Kathryn H. Brooks
Angela Delli Sante
Ellen McCUllough
Artemus Edwards
leonard Felberg
Joanna deKeyser
David Dunaway
luci Tapahonso
Mary Bess Whidden

David McPherson
Lee Bartlett
Mary Bartlett
Rudy Anaya
Jon M. Tolman
Charles Coates
Charlie R. Steen
M. Jane Slaughter
Helen Bannon
Marta Weigle
Diana Robin
Jane Caputi
Trisha Franzen
Gerald Gallant
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Sports

Sports
Soccer team wins again
By Ross Haefer
By Barb!lra Armijo

The 1984-85 University of
New Mexico women's. basketball
team will have e11pedence and
talent 'gOing into their .!leason
play, beginning Nov, 21, !lnd
they are hoping to finish fir~t in
the High Country Athletic Conference.
Last year, the lady hoopsters
tied for second in the HCAC with
ll record of7-3. They were 16-:U
for the 1983-84 year and, this
year, will be returning all five
starters.
Fifth•year Coach Doug Hose!ton said, ''We have the expen•
enc1;1 and depth, not to mention
some young players who are
ready to make waves this year."
Center Yvonne McKinnon .•
forward Alison Foote, t'orw<lrd
Sally Anderson, guard Cat.~y
Lowther and guard Kathy TruJJl·
Jo are the five returning seniors
for the Lobos, Three other part·
time starters - Tracy Satran,
Winifred Foster and Brenda Perry~ will also return.
McKinnon, 6-foot-1, was
twice the most valuable player in
the HCAC . She started all 27
games last year, averaging 14,7
points a game. "McKinnon and
Foote will rewrite the record
books this year, •• said Hoselton.
Foote's 1,250 career point total has already put her secon4 in
UNM's record. book, 194 pomts
behind Jean Rostcrmundt from
the 1979·1980 team. Foote, 5·
foot·ll, is one of UNM's

strongest and most aggre.ssive

players, $aid Hoselton: She aver~
aged 16.8 points 11 game last yeat
and started all but two times.
Lowther is the 5-fopt-2 gllard
for UNM. She ·is the smallest
guard in tbe HCAC, butHo&elt()n
said he looks to herqui¢kness and
leadership on the court, She lea~s
the team in assists and was a
HCAC player of the week, l:tst
year,
Andersonstartedil games ina
row last year before ll knee injuJY
sidelined her for the remaining
five games. She was averaging
9 .• 1 points before the injury.
Hoselton said that she is a "lead-

but

8~d~~~~:~"tJ!Io.a1JIQI,.'

Syryczuk;t
practicing in ~~ ;~:~~!~.~o,tlt ,
athletl'!s hav~ ic,
lloselt~n

said

appointed' ar,the, t~~~:tn~,:!
ptac.tice sessions b ···
of Ute players wete
Jn
physical condWoal. "l don
know if they will reach their
physical potential on .theit(IWUJ
or if we'll have a hand in it,. but
theY will be in the best possible
sbllpe before we <>pen Qn Nov.

no.t

.21!'

•

The Lobos open their home
season Nnv. it, against Fort
Lewis. University. ·

The University of New Mexico
soccer team Wils merely going
through the motions Saturday, but it
was enough motion to rout the New
Mexico Military Institute, 7-I.
It was UNM's final home match
of the season and will serve as a
tune-up for the Lobos' biggest
match of the year against North
Texas State Friday night, Nov. 9, in
Denton, Texas. NTSU is ranked No.
18 in the nation.
"We've got to play good team
soccer to beat North T!!xas State,"
UNM Coach Craig Robertson said.
"We can't pl!ly one-on-one soccer
like we did today. You don't get
away with that with good teams.''
The Lobos' scoring in the first
half came on goals by Mario Picazo,
David Robertson and Jon Toman.
Toman's goal was assisted by John
Renken.
In the second half, Robertson
scored twice, giving him three goals
on the day. Doug Bartocci scored, as
did Greg Rusk late in the game on a
penalty kick to cap the Lobo
scoring.
The UNM season record stands at
11-3-1, 7-0-1 at home. The Lobos
defeated Air Force, HardinSimmons and Tulsa, all established,
high-ranked teams in the Midwest·
em conference.
But it probably won't be enough
to get a bid to play in the regional
championships, Robertson said.
"The advisory committee that
selects the teams for the regionals.''
the Lobo coach said, "is comprised
of coaches from Southern Methodist, Tulsa, Ait Force and North
Texas State. They select their own
teams, and the NCAA doesn't over-

~~~~~rvru m~__....·

BUSINESS
MANAGERS
Positions available for college
grads to age 31 in Admin/
Accounting/Finance. Responslbilty with rapid advancement. Salary $20,000 to $31,500 within four
years. Call Dept. of the Navy at
1-800-354-9627 collect.

LEISURE SERVICES SCOREBOARD
Room 230, Johnson Gym • Phone 277-4347

UPCOMING
MANAGERIPARDCIPANT
MEEDNG (ENTRIES DUE)
EVENTS
Wed.. Nov. 7, 1984
Swim Meet (MWI
Diving MeetiMW)
Wed., Nov, 7. 1984
Swim Meet (CRJ
Wed., Nov. 7. 1984
Thur.. Nov. 8, 1984
Basketball Tournamenl(f'S)
MW denotes Men & Women. CR dertoteQ Co·Rec1
F:S d~notes Faculty.'Staff
•MW CR-All man~ger:partlclpant rnei!Ungs are mandatory, TI1ey

are at 4:15p.m. In room 154 of tlohn!ilon Gym.
•FS All manager:partlclpant meetings are mandatory and at 12:00

noon In Hoom 230 or Johnson Gym.
8ih ANNUAL TURKEY TROT
SATURDAY,NOVENBER17
Come chase the turkey at ihe 8t'h Annua1 Turkey frol. sponsored bl!
leisure Servtces and Ute Beer from Miller! The three mile fun run will
begin at 10:00 a.tn. at the UNM North Golf Course. T·shirls will be
given to the first 350 runn~rs who register and 66 prlz.es will be
awarded. Including turkeys fo the fiut place finishers in each arae

I

eate!)o·ryf Register now at '-efsu~e SE~"ntfte5.
EXPLORE CARLSBAD CAVERNS
SATURDAY,NOVEMBERI7
Sign up now (gr this ~islt to the maJestic Carlsbad Caverns! The lrlp is
befng 5Ponsored by leisure Services and the Student Travel Center.
\Vc will be le-<~vlng at 6:00 a,_m. on Saturday, Novemb~r 17 and v.olll he
returning to UNM around 10:30 p.m. The: cost of the trfp .Is $20.00 per
person. Rcsen:e your space now at Leisure Services, or at the Student
Travel C•nter. Room 248 In tht Student Union Building! Llmlled
spaces are ava1J11ble.
REGISTRADONS fOR AlL GETAWAY ACTIVmES WILL BE
TAME!O( AT mE LEISURE SER\IICES OFFICE, ROOM 230 IN
.IOHNSON GYM (NE CORNER), 277•5151 •
OtrTDOOR SHOP HOURS AND EQUIPMENT
MONDAY:............... · .. · .. · ..... • .... • 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.rn.
5:00 p.m.·6:00 p.m.
TUESDAY: ........... • ..... · .. • ....... ·" 11:00 a.m.•2:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY: ... • • · ...... "· .. "" ....... 11:00 a.tn.·2•00 p.m.
THUHSDAV: · ..... · ............... " ..... li:OO p.m.·Z:OO p.m.
FRIDAY: ....................... " ........ 11:00 acm .. 6:00 p.m.
SATURDAY:.... • .... "" "" • .. " • .. "•" 11:00 a.m.•J:OO p,m.
SUNDAY:· · • • · • • · •• • • • • • • • • • · · • • • • • · • · • • · • • ·' •.12:00-3:00 p.m.
LOCATEO: Rnom. 139 ol Johnson Gym ...... • ·, Phone: 277-8182.
Eqolp•ont
p.., Per Doy
Dopoolt
10·00
lanlerns
·75
Coleman Stoves
.SO
iO.OO
llackpadt Stoves
.50
!0.00
5
5 ·00
Fuel Botfles
.2
Conleehs
.25
s.oo
•25
5;00.
First 'id I<U•
5
2
Compasses
• •
S,OO
Camp Shovels
.25
5.00

"

Ponr~. ho~
IT
.1 0 5
•·

I
II

Pot. Sets
l<e Chests
W.le·r C>•ie·rs
I'IShlng Poles
life Jackets
Binoculars

-

:~g.

.SO

1·0°

1.0.. 0
LOO
.50
.50

Stopwatches

_.so

Volleyball S<ts

I.OO

~:~

5 00

··

10·00
10.. 00.
10·00
5.00
10.00

lO.OO
1OJ)O

Minorities are encouraged to apply.

LEISURE SER\IICES- GYM TINE
(NOV S·NOV II)
IIIONDAVINOV 5
John<on Gym: 4:00·9:15 p.tn. (dosed: L.S. Basketball)
Auxlllaf]l Gym: 4:00-5:15 p.m. (open recrratfon)
5:15·6:15 p,m, (aerobio dan<e)
6:15·9:15 p.m. (Closed: LS. volleyball)
Weigh! Room: 4:00·9:15 p.tn. (open recreation)
Rucquetbltll Courts: 3:~·9: IS p.m. (open i"ecrratlon)
Swimmfng Pool: 5:30·9!00 p.m. _(open recreation)
TUESDAYlJIIOV li
Johnson Gym: 3:30·9:15 p.m. (dosed: L.S. Baoketball)
Auxiliary Gym:3:30·5:15 p,m. (open recreation)
5:15·6:15 p.tn. (aerobic donee)
6:15·9:15 p.m. (Oosed: LS. volleyball)
Weight Room: 5:00.9:15 p.m. (open recreation)
Racquetball Courts: ~:15·9:15 p.m. (open recreallon)
Swimming Pool: 5:30·9;00 p.m. ·(open recreation)
WEDNESDAY/NOV 7
Johnson Gym: 4:00·9:15 p.m. (closed: t.S. Basketball)

lh~
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continued from page 13
er-ending string of injuries that has
slowed the Lobos down considerably. "Sure," one might say,
"there's been a lot of injuries. But
this is Division 1-A. These teams are
supposed to be able to replace injured players."
Think a moment. How many
teams can replace their two top quarterbacks with an outstanding player?
In the Lobos' offensive scheme, the
quarterback has to be able to think
and read defenses. That's where experience comes in.
Right now, the Lobos don't have
a lot of it at some key positions. And
nothing's going to change real soon,
Todd Williamson may be able to return this week, but Buddy Funck's
chances of suiting up again are
growing slimmer each day.
In the end, it's not the coaching
staff, the players or poor attendcnce
that causes the Lobos to lose. It's the
breaks, both physical. and emotional, that arc beating this team. The
misfortune that plagues this team
could have landed anywhere.
Apparently, it is just New Mex·
Icc's tum. Now Lobo football fans
(the few, the proud, etc.) are just
going to have to wait for next year.
That's unfair, but what's more unfair is the criticism of a team that
can't control its injuries or have
backups every bit as good as the
starters.

Daily Lobo
Classified Ads
Get Results

1 0% Discount
with valid UNM ID
(faculty, students. and sraff)
OPEN

Mon-Fri 10-9
Sot 10-5
Sun 12-5

•............ ,•.......•

No Charge for
Our Services

You Be The Judge
... Nov.6

255·8665

3019 Central I"'E

fREE
an~

VERNON JONES is endorsed
by •••
'

GAMES
ROOM
lower level
New Mexico Union

VERNON JONES is • • •
-· L1NM Law School graduate.

- Lon~time faculty memiJer of the
UNM School of Medicine (Ph.D.).
-··· Experienced trial lawyer in federal
and state district courts.

CAMPUS
POSTER
with the Purchase of
laree beveraee
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Super Scar meets ~reat Wall.
An irresistible force, 6-foot-1 Lobo point guard Kelvm Scarborough, meets Immovable
object, 1-1, 287-pound Zhangbao Hu of the People's Republic of China, in University Arena
Saturday night. UNM won the exhibition game, 82·71, as Scarborough, who played the
entire game, led all scorers with 32 points. Despite his great size, Zhangbao grabbed only
one rebound in 10 minutes olplay.
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penetrate, and they (the Chinese)
would cut off the wings and fore~ me
to shoot," Scarborough said.
Li Yaguang, a good perimeter
shooter, led his team with 24 points.
Yaguang amazed the Pit crowd with
his long-range bombs. Brown commented, "They could shoot the ball,
but we gave them the 21-footers. If
they could beat us with those, they
deserved to win."
In the end, however, it was free
throws that made the difference.
Both teams hit 30 field goals, but the
Lobos sank 22 of 28 free throws to
China's 11 of 23.
In addition to Scarborough's 32
points, six assists and three rebounds, Brown added 18 points and
six boards, and Hunter Greene
scored 13 points wi.th six rebounds.
Mike Winters scored eight and
pulled down five rebounds, and T.J.
Drake accounted for seven points
and one board.
Freshman guard Paul Lawson
scored four points and grabbed two
rebounds. Freshman Bob Arnold
and senior Niles Dockery both played but didn't score.
Colson didn't play freshmen
Shawn Brooks, Randal Moos,
Robert Loeffel and soph Larry
Markland, thus retaining the option
of redshirting any of the four.
Rebounds: Part-time Lobo assistant Coad1 Greg Graham has
accepted the head coaching position
at Western New Mexico University,
replacing Danny Aye, who was fired
for allegedly holding illegal early
practices. Graham had been on the
staff for one year.

(505) 888-0880
5612 Menoul NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110
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We Issue Tickets for All
Airlines

..

Explosive.
That's how head Coach Gary Colson described the University of New
Mexico men's basketball team.
And, after suffering from a sputtering fuse in the first half, that's what
the Lobos were in defeating the
Chinese national team, 82-71,
Saturday night in University Arena.
Playing a patient and technically
correct game, the Chinese, who beat
Stanford, 96-90 in a Friday afternoon scrimmage, led for much of the
first half. ''We've only had 10 days
of practice,'' Lobo Johnny Brown
said. ''We looked good for the
amount of time we had to practice.''
With a late rally, the Lobos, who
played without George Scott who
has a sprained wrist, were able to
knot the halftime score at 35-all.
The early part of the second half
looked to be more of the same with
the lead exchanged several times,
Then came the explosion.
With theLobos up, 52-SO,juniortransfer Brown took Kelvin Scarborough's fast-break p;~ss and slammed
it home. The Chinese quickly
answered with a layup. Then Scarborough brought the 15,707 fans to
their feet, going high above the rim
for a rebound slam off a missed shot.
Brown added another slam, and China would never get closer than four
points,
Scarborough led all scorers with
32 points, many of those coming
with less than five seconds on the
30-second international shot clock.
"I'd get the ball with 8 seconds and

due their decision. That's the way
it's been, and that's the way it .wi!!
remain unless the NCAA steps m.
Earlier this season, UNM defeated Tulsa and Air Force. SMU refused to schedule UNM this season.
"We want to play a good schedule." Robertson said. ! 'I would
rather play tough teams and lose
some games than play club teams•
und pump up our record. A good
schedule builds a good soccer program, and that's what we are striving.
for."

N

Auxlllay Gym:·4:00·5:1S p.m. (open recreatfonl
5_:15~6:15 p.m_. (aemblc dante)
6! 15'.9 :!5 p.m. {Closed: LS. 11olfeyball)
Weight Room: 4:00·9:15 p.m. (open recreation)
·
t 1
Racquetball Courts: 3:00·9:15 p.m. (open recreat on
Swimming p~ti~~~ :;;.~~orn J<creatlon)
Johnson Gym: 3:30·9J15 p.m. (closed: L.S. Baslcetbal))
Auxiliary Gym: 3:30·5:1~ p.m. (open recreation)
5:15-6:15 p.m. (aorobic dance)
6:15-9:15 p.m. !Closed: L.S. volleybaiiJ
Weight Room: 5:00·9:15 p.m. (open recreation)
l!acquetball Court<: 3:15·9:15 p.rn. (open ro<r<atlon)
Swimming Pool: 5:30·9:00 p.tn. (closed: LS. Swim meet)
FRIDAY/NOV t
Johnson Gym: 4:00·9:15 p.m. (open recreation)
Ailxllfary GJim: 4:00-5:15 p.m. (open recrtallon)
5:15·6:15 p.m. (aerobic dance)
6:15·9:15 p.m. (open tecreatlon)
Weight lloom: 4:00-9:15 p.m. (open tfcr<atfonl
Racquetball Court$: 3:00·9:15 p.m. (open rttt•atlon)
Swim min~ Pool: 5:30·9:00 p.tn. (open rei:reallonl
!IATURDAYINOV 10
.
Recr<ailon l•clllll
.. open at 11:00 a.rn. unll15:oo·· p.m. wIt h. th e excep·
llOn bf the poof which c.lnses at 4:45p.m. *ftacQuetbBII touns: (closed~
I.S, Handball Tournament).
!lUNDAY/NOV II
ltl!cre.iitiM fadlitiC'!s ope:n at noon lmtli 5:00p.m. with
e"teptlonof
the pool which closes at 4:45 p.m. •Racquetball cour1s: (dosed: L.S.
Handball tournan,.nl).
vI . . I
II r If I

By Jeff Wells

universal travel service
~~t\01\

Lobos' speed conquers
Mainland Chinese, 82-71

Invites you to a discussion of its Veterinary Medicine Program by Dr. George
Louby and Dr. David Kerr**, faculty
members.
Date: Wednesday, November 7th, 1984
Time: 5:30-7:30 p.m.
Place: Conference Room at Student
Financial Aid Office,
Mesa Vista Hall
Discussion Agenda

--Albuquerque Journal and TrilJlll~l'.
-· Chmnber of comnwrce/AJ·L~··· CIO.

u Slides will be presented

VERNON JONES is •.•

o Discussion about the difference between

- Vot('d qualit'ied by the All>uquerque
Bar Association.
-· Supported by 13 of 15 incumbent
district jud*'s.

u Points to consider in evaluating Tufts as

VERNON D. JONES
rorDISTRICT JUDGE

HurrSI! SUPPlies are limited!

Bel!inninl! Nov. 5
Collect all 5 this fall

TUFTS UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF
VETERNINARY
MEDICINE*

<I f r hv lom•s for Jud~.W c·ump<lign. Dmi ~tcKinllill. Trcasu1·c·r
0
anil spon~<'r<'<.IIJ~· L':-\:\1 collegl' YOtlliH Dc•mo<'r<lls.

P ·

u Admissions/curriculum will be discussed
New Mexico and New England
a site for one's professional education.

Contact Rita Padilla-Ervin,
277-6937 for more information.
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IF \'OU~ LOST )leys aren't here, Chris opens locka
and fits keys. Chris's Indoor Store, 119111 Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262-2107.
tfn
CLt\IM YOU~ LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

New Mexico
I

I

JJ.
12/10
IIIGH QUi\ LITY TYI'ING on word processor;
reasonable r;ues. Call Good Impressions- 294-1564.
11/09
P~OFfSSIONt\L TYPING, IBM, Pickup/delivery
(20 page minimum). 281·2913.
l/14
Pt\PERWORKS - 166·1118.
tfn
TUTORING·MATIIEMATJCS,
ST-'TISTICS,
french- Master's degreed instructor, Reasonable.
Evenings 265-7799.
tfn
TYPING FAST, t\CCURATE, Affordable 299·
1105.
1/15
PRIVATE GUIT,\R INSTRUCTION. Beginners to
advanced. All styles. Reasonable, Tony 344-9040.
11/09
MARC'S QUIT,\R CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265·3315.
tfn
PERFORMING ARTS STUDIO 2219 Lead Ave SE,
2~6-1061; 266-3067 Pallet, Jazz, Vocal coaching, tfn
SOFJ' CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call- Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across frt>m LaBelles, 5019 Menaul NE,
8884778.
tfn
CONTACT--I'OLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lom.as just west ofW ashlngton.
tfn
ACCURATE INF~RMAnON ABOUT con·
traccptlon, sterilization. abortion. Right To Choose,
294..()17l.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING&. counseling. Phone 247·
90 CENTS PAGE, degreed typist, 344-3345.

AJSFS •·uy BRt;AD sale! Wednesday, November 7,
Beginning at 11 a.m. sharp. North SUB cnlrdnce.
Only one dollarl277-l402.
II/OS
I.llNCII FROM TIUNJDAD at the lnt'l Center 1808
Las J,omas. Monday, November Sth, 12-1:30 p.m.
For more Info cal!277-2946.
I 1105
l>TUDENT VE'fERt\NS t\SSOC. November meeting
on 11·8·84, 7:30 J>.m. SUll Rm :Z4F.
ll/07
SA I.E - BOOKS, RECORDS, bargains storewide at
l.JNM Bookstore's annual Monster Sale now in
progress.
I I /09
CWB7 MEETJNG7 EVENT? Advertise In Las
Not Ieins. Only 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
departments and organizations,
tfn

,.

'~
'I

'I

l.PK: I G~OW amdous. Could my curiosity be
satlsfied this Tuesday in the Philosophy Library?
Mi~hael.
11/05
SEND YOUR MESSAGE to that special someone or
fliends and family. Make contact with a message In
the classifieds today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
mseruon. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

I

~ I

m~

PARTY? CONCERT? FOOD1 The Dally Lobo has a
pla'c for your classificds about Restaurants, Parties,
Food Sales aud Stores, Concerts, etc. Oive the d~talls
today In "Food/Fun.".
tfn

WORD PROCESSING PAPI-:RS, resumes. APA
12/10
format, etc. Jim, :255·2150.
lYI'ING. J.ET llS do it while you study or party.
243·~ 146.
12/0S
Ql'AUTY TVPIN<i •.•'AST, accumtc, affordable.
294-mJ.
llt09
l'IANO LESSONS - ALI. ages, levels: Laura
Kramer- 26S·l3S2.
I 1105
lYPING St:RVICES TERM papers, reports, studies
theses, resumes. A & L Word Processing And Typing
· Services. 294.0213.
I 1109
TilE WRITER'S CIIOICE. Typing. S1.00 per
doublespaced page. 2SS-9801 (Daytime).
11/07
PERMS SI7.SO, LEIGII'S Total Image, Ask for
Jackie 299-2721.
11/01
TUTORlNCl: ENGUSII, FRF.NCII, Degreed.
Certified, 256-3235.
11/30
PROFISSIONt\L TYPING: MAR\'- 265-1088
evenings.
12/10
TYPI!t'T. TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299·8970. 1/31
NEED 100 OVF.RWEI(liiT people for weight loss
program. Uerbalifc 884-9456. Prompt call• back.
JJ/()5

TYPING, WORD PROCESSING, editing, 296·S907.
11/10
NEED IIELI' DOING re$earch? Doctoral student
(social science) wllling to assist. FEE: Student•
9 - SS.OOthr"; others- $6.00/hr. Call 281•9207,
c•·cnings.
11105
IIORSEBAC'K RIDING .l.ESSONS. Beginner to
ad•anced. English or Western. Jeaneue- 822·8473.
II/OS

~

ROOM NEt\R CAMPUS, $125/mo includin8
utilities. 842·5489.
11/09
CLEAN, RESPONSIBLE, FINt\NCIALLY stable,
female to share all furnished 2 bedroom apt In NE
Heights. $180/mo plus V. utilities. Call 294-8199
Monday. 881-SOSOTuesday: Ask forVanesa. 11/06
ROOMMATE WANTED: SHARE house with artists
and arch grad. Quiet neighborhood, JSO.OO mth, VJ
utilities. Cal1242·7644.
11108
IIOUSt; FURNIS1JED IMMEDIATE posse~sion.
S350 utilities e~tra. $200 deposit. Immaculate
11/08
presbyterian area. 268..6667, keep tl)'ing.
WALK TO UNM. Cozy, newer, one bedroom just
blocks from school. Juu260 per month. UTILITIES
ARE FREE. 150 DAMAGE DEPOSIT. Some
furniture available. Tim 821·5036 eves 892·7202.
11/06
WALK TO UNM. ONE bedroom, $220/mo. Gas
furnished. No pets, children. 293·1070.
11/09
KEYBOARD MAJOR SEEKS roommate to share
living expenses. Must be a serious student and be
entirely trustworthy, 842·8259.
11109
ONE ROOM CLOSE to university, 170.00 per
11/07
month. Call Tom, 243·2819.
RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE WANTED,
mountains; private room, bath; non-smoker, likes
dogs, eats, mellow environment; reasonable rent.
~espond to Star Route, Box 325-F, Tijeras, NM
87059.
11/06
IMMt\CLULATE TWO BEDROOM furnished
llpartmenf near UNM. One bedroom unfurnished
apartment ne;~r KAFB. Utilities paid on both, Call
266<8S41 forappointment.
11105

~

HONDA C8360, GOOD dependable condition.
Extras. $450 OBO. 256-7807,
11/09
BONDi\ CVCC 1977 5-speed FM/cassette. $1700
OBO. 843..6976; 265-3945 - leave message. 11/09
Tt\MEl-YEAR OLD Blue Crown Conure plus cage,
food, toys. $200. 262-0811. To good home only!,
11/09
MUST SELL 19111 Yamaha "0 Sera 26000 miles,
Way below book price. S1300. dany 344·5822. 11/16
ADMIRAL CONSOLE T, V, w/8-track radio, Oood
cond. BEST OFFER. Evenlngs298-92S4.
11105
$SAVEl ORIGINALLY 55501 Bridal dress, vall and
5lip, $175. Originally bought at Empress Shop.
Bernice292-0618.
11/05
1971 VW BUG reliable transportation, $900 or best
offer. Ph. 821-8484.
11/07
FISIIER 170cm WITH Look bindings, SSO. Hart
Freestyle l?jcm, SSO, Men's Daleboot size 7, $30,
Ladles Lange size 6, $75. Ladles Nordica size SV.,
540. Cali2SS-1927 or821·7272.
11106
fOR SALE l981.Kawasakl LTD $1400/best offer.
Ca11277-3181 afler6 p.m.
11106
'67 V.W. SQUAREBACK. Good transportation,
rebuilt engine. Well cared for. Must sell. 268·4698,
247·2539evenings.
11/06
MINT CONDITION 1918 Kawasaki KZ-400
w/e~tras. 5650, 843-9108.
11/05
MANUAL TYPEWRITERS. GOOD condition S3S.
Call883-S3S9 after7:30p.m.
II/OS
KESTLE 185 em SKIS Soloman 444 bindings,
Nordica boots size 10, $115 or trade for 3Smm
camera. 883.7586.
I 1/0S

WANTED fEMALE: RECEP'110NIST, Afternoons
and evenings. Pro-Oym Fitness Center. 294·1221.

103 amherst se
on nob hill
256-0928

~,
~~~ _127Harv•rd
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HEALTH
INSURANCE

Does Your Club
Need SSS?
If your non·profir group (club. bond,
sororiry. frat. etc. ) needs $. here is on
opponunity ro help the N.M. Special
Olympics and raise $for your group as
well. For more information call 256-

0348.

at reasonable rates
Hospitalization
Major Medical
Maternity Benefits
Insurance Management Corp.

265-6777

676 San Mateo NE

with
Presented in <l$SOciahOn wtth
Untverstty of New Mexico Sk1 team

Thur
Nov 15
7:30pm

TRACK & FIELD

UNM
Popejoy

video game

Hall

Weekly High Score Winner
New Mexico Union Video Games Room

Rt'~,fu"'·cd!.r &~ ~11t11··at:t· at ail G:3nt 'f•tlt(t C.£ r"!crs

Pcpe:oy

BoK {'W.; c &- Mounfa1n Sports Skt Shops F-or morli mforma
1M call !142·5387

SENIOR PRE·MED
·sTUDENTS
Could you use a
scholarship for medical school? Why not investigate the Armed
Forces Health Profes·
sions Scholarship Program (AFHPSP), with
sponsorship by the
U.S. Air Force.
Current senior premedical students of
medicine or osteopathy
may now compete for
Air Force scholarships.
We want to help you
continue your education. Contact your local
Air Force Health Professions
Representative for details.

THE WANDERING LOBO is going batty abQut
going Ill Carlsbad Caverns! Spend the day exploring
some or New Mellico's natural underground beauty,
Saturday, Nov. J7, S20. Call Student Travel277·2336
or 277·7924 or Leisure Services at 277·5151 or 2774347.
11/09
TAKING A TRIP7 Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

TSgt. Don Tortcnti
(5051292·3642
Call Collect

WALLET ··ouND AT SUB Theatre Monday night.
Claim Marron Halll31,
II/OS

=
52 Farmer
54 Squelch:
2wds.
58 Spree
59 And others:
Lat.
61 Angry
62 Formerly
16 Cheese
63 Magic
17 Saltpeter: Br. 64 W.lndies lsle
18 Horrible
65 NL All-Stars
19 Fruit
66 Disagree·
20 Soaks
ment
22 Turtle
67 Twelve dozen
24 Squeezes
26 Grunted
DOWN
27 Stop growing 1 Boosters
31 One who:
2 Copy: abbr.
suff.
3 Classify
32 Separates
4 Vigor
33 Decrease
5 Jewelry
35 Network
Items: 2 wds.
38 Straight:
6 Heel
pref.
7 Got off
39 Very hot
a horse
40 Storm
8 Customs
41 Bauble
9 F'or ever
42 Soft sounds 10 Go
43 Deml 11 Espouse
44 Galahad, e.g. 12 Fiber plant
45 United
13 Correct
47 Bombards
21 Hot spring
51 Old auto
23 Flower

ACROSS
11nltlal
6Arrtved
10Take
chances
14 Fiddle maker
15 "Thanks

for the Eighties

Z-1• ;~:._ ~, ·• 1 , .
..
CITY

.ENTERTAINMENT THEATRE. SALES part-time
positions perfect for students, unive~ity area day/eve
hours available for energetic articulate Individuals,
Excellent commissions, bonuses offered easily $200
plus, training provided. Call Ms. Fontera today
between 12·4 and 7·9 p.m. at 262-0927 (NMRT).
Jl/09
INDIA KITCHEN NOW hiring part-time waitresses
for evening shift. Apply In person at 11048 Mon·
tgomery Blvd. at Juan Tabo in Juan Tabo Plaza.
11/09
NEARBY HEALTH CLUB needs part-time front
desk help early a.m., ~losing, weekends. Minimum
wage to start. Also need experienced aerobics Instructor. Call242·9590 for interview,
J l/06
Pt\RT·TIME DESK c;lerk positions. Experience
preferred. Apply in person Albuquerque Hilton,
Personnel Offic;c, 1901 University NE, M·F 9-11 am,
and24p,m,ONLY.
11/06
PART·TIME JOB early afternoons and evenings,
Must be 21 years old, Must be able to work Friday
and Saturday nights, abo need early afternoon help,
Apply In person, no p)lone calls, please. Saveway
Liquor Stores; 5704 Lomas Blvd., NE, 5516 Menaul
Blvd., NE.
Jl/14
TEMPORARY SEASONAL SALES positions both
full· and pan-time. Salespeople needed in China,
Lamps/Girts, Toys, Luggage, Housewares, and
Linens. Positions available now through end of
December. Apply In person at American Furniture
Company, Personnel Dept., Monday through
IJ/05
Thursday 1:3114:30 p.m.

11116

New, Used & Rare MUsic

··-----~----'----

If.! blk S. of Ceniral 1
l2 slices of cheese pizza
I
I & a large soft drink
I
II
s1 gg
Coupon good today
.
Clrlty 11-os-114

ROOM FOR RENT. $175/mo; $50 dd, 884-0604.
11/0S
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $25()/mo,, for one person, 5270/mo. for 2
Persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets, Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392,
tfn
THE CITADEL: SUI'ERB location near UNM and
downtown. B11s service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370, All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen 'with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. Open Sundays. 1520 University NE.
243-2494.
tfn

DR, tiii.LS SPIRUUNt\ and other Healthful
Products. 243-6212.
11/()9
Wi\Nl'ED FOLK llANC£ Instructor. Group interested in all types of dance, witll emphasis on
german culture. 299-395 I.
11/09
NEW VINTi\GE CLOTHING store In
town - Turquoise Flamingo, 120 Amherst NE,
behind Notes. Open 11·6 Mon.•Sat. 255-0101. 11/08
JUSTORlCt\L ,\UTOGRAPHS, DOCUMENTS,
prints, newspapers, and out-of-print books. Call
Joan Encters, 884-4944 for free catalogues.
11/05
SITE SPECIFIC - DIKE rocks and blue snqkes, art
and poetrY from female experience, Meridian Art
Gallery Oct. 28-Nov. 23. Works by Babette Baker,
Leslie Donovan, Adrienne Edwards. 821 Mountain •
RoadNW.
11121
EYEGL,\SSES. WHOLESt\LE TO the public. ·
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices, Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedain
Opticians. 255-2000,
tfn '
CUSSIFIEDS Gl-..'T RESULTS! Place your ad
today, 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

lti.lirl~

25 Riser and
tread
27 Location
28 Eddo
29 Bohemian
30 German
president
34 Crime
35 S.C.'s
neighbor
36 Other
37 Beverage
39 Stole sellers
40Gieaner

42 Wharf
43 Trying out
44 Looks long
46 Fuel
47Wand
48 us rocket
49 Expanse
50 Retired late:
2wds.
53 Nursemaid
55 the Peacock
56 Mr. Skinner
57 Headland
60 Hindrance

